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The Faces of Seoul American 



AROUND SAHS 
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"Friends are f lie most 
important part of your Vile. 

treasure the laughter, 
but most importantly, 
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they came in Wednesday showing off their wacky 
spirit. The school went back in time on Thursday 

for Decades day. Finally ending the week with the 
seniors long awaited Toga Day wearing all types of 
bed sheets and fabric. The rest of the school showed 
off their spirit in their class colors at the end of the 
week Pep Rally where all the Falcon pride came out, 
ending another crazy Spirit week. 

Sitting in Ms. Park's 
Algebra II cla ss, Travis 
Higgs (11) concentrates 

j I ha rd on homework and 
j factoring. 

Stopping in the middle of the 
hallway to snap a quick picture, 
Elizabeth Davis (11) Christopher 
Cousin (11), Christine Toledo 
(11), Leilani Shak (12), 
and Angelique Nash (12) do 
their Star Trek hand signs on 
Nerd/Gender Bender day. 

Sitting anxiously in the 
auditorium, Lenette 
Haliburton (11) takes a 
quick picture in her wacky 
tacky day outfit before 
class. 

"CHEESE!" Coach Lori Rogers and volleyball player Joshua Chung 
(11) flashes a big smile for the camera in their pajamas on the first 
day of spirit week. 



SPIRIT WEEK 

Catching a break from the bully Destinee Harrison (12), nerds 
Katie Darby (12) and Kelsey Curley (12) pose for a picture in 
Health Science II. 

Arriving at school in multi-colored, layered clothing, and crazy 
accessories, Ariel Dunbar (12), Jacquila Curry (12), Chante 
Hudson (12), DeWayne Kendricks (12) continue showing 

v, ^ off their spirit. 

Ending the week with a big bang, Liz Gleaves (12) and 
Jacquaila Curry (12), create homemade togas out of bed sheets 
and accessorized with greek inspired headbands. 

Looking like they came straight out of a 70's tv show, Chante 
Hudson(12) and Leon McGill (11) take some timeout of their busy 

schedule to strike a pose. 



Screaming with pride, Senior class shout "Let's go blue!" 
to show their undying spirit after winning two contests: 
Hallway decorations and Tug-of-War. 

Possibly the best part about high school are the pep rallies. Not only does it give the school 
a chance to meet its sports teams/athletics but it brings about some friendly class competition 

to prove that their class is the best. Teams use their energy to hype up the crowd to get them 
to come out and support them at home games. Finally the cheerleaders come out to finish off the 
team introductions with one of their performances that sends a wave of energy through the school and 
makes them roar. All of this energy and competition goes toward winning the coveted spirit stick as 
proof that they have the best class. 

Alaina Bonner (12) and Allie Barnes (12) help Junior 
class secretary Josh Chung (11) set up the relays 
amongst different classes. 

To start off the winter pep rally, reindeers Steven 
Ashbaugh (9), Sidney Malauulu (9), Mark Elliott (9) 
parade around pumping up the crowd. 

Enjoying the performances from a bleacher view, 
Judith Park (12), Paul Shin (12), Colton Heckerl (12), 
Casey Donovan (12), Ms. Muller, Gregory Morris (12), 
and Molly Birrenkott (10) pose for a quick picture. 

Strutting 
down the 
court, the 
varsity 
cheer
leaders 
show off 
all their 
hard 
work. Coach Smith, Coach Wilkins, and Coach Rat take a moment to determine 

the winner for the Let's Go Blue! shouting contest between the seniors 
and juniors. 



PEP RALLY 

t V. L J 

c t ing ready for the tug of war, Tyren White (10) gives an intimidating look to the opponent 
>1 owed by Seandell Wharton (10), James Grimball (10), Deidre Jones (10), and Christa 
a -B lyznuik(lO). 

Announcing the upcoming relays and 
performances, Jimmy Grandinette (12) 
and Kirsten Kwon (11) get involved with 
Christmas-themed Pep rally. 

Performing at the winter 
pep rally, Clarissa Holmes 
(9), finishes her routine 
with a final stomp. 

nishing up "Coming to America" from Westside Story, Leah Thompson 
1), Alaina Bonner (12), Christine Toledo (11), Elisa Hubert (11) perform at 
le very first pep rally. 

As the Grinch, 
Kimberly 

Hargrave (12), 
comes out with 
her nun-chucks 

she frightens the 
little elves in the 

senior skit. 

Yelling at the top of his lungs Sophomore Davis Chong (10) tries to best represent his class 
for the "Who has more school spirit?" contest. 

Getting 
ready for the 
pep rally, Color 
Guards, 
Candid (12), 
Nathan 
Rosenblatt (9) 
and Angels 
Roman (11) 
holds the flags with 
care and pride. 
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1. Seizing the moment to pose with the Homecoming Princess (Hannah Swafford, 11), Leah 
Thompson (11) and Marina Pavek (11) pose with the royalty. 
2. Blasting music from the past, and the present, the DJ p lays both Korean and American hits. 
3. Taking a quick break from the dance floor, Jacob Park (9), Alex Hentges (10), and Branden 
Lee (10) get together for a bro-picture. 
4. Putting the corsage on, Jon Kramer (11) prepares for a night of fun with his date Brittany 
Davis (11). 
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When you look back at your high school memories, what do you 

remember first? Homecoming would probably be in the top few. A 
night of dancing, pictures, music, and a whole lot of people. The 
memory of crowning royalty and looking around to all of the 
sweet-looking couples always puts a smile on your face. Every 
year, this dance was a celebration of the dedicated football players 
getting out there on the home field for the first win of the season. 
Homecoming was a night to remember. Not only were the players 
victorious, the memories that homecoming night created would last 
some people a lifetime. 

When you look back at your high school memories, what do you 
remember first? Homecoming would probably be in the top few. A 
night of dancing, pictures, music, and a whole lot of people. The 
memory of crowning royalty and looking around to all of the 
sweet-looking couples always puts a smile on your face. Every 
year, this dance was a celebration of the dedicated football players 
getting out there on the home field for the first win of the season. 
Homecoming was a night to remember. Not only were the players 
victorious, the memories that homecoming night created would last 
some people a lifetime. 
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When you look back at your high school memories, what do you 
remember first? Homecoming would probably be in the top few. A 
night of dancing, pictures, music, and a whole lot of people. The 
memory of crowning royalty and looking around to all of the 
sweet-looking couples always puts a smile on your face. Every 
year, this dance was a celebration of the dedicated football players 
getting out there on the home field for the first win of the season. 
Homecoming was a night to remember. Not only were the players 
victorious, the memories that homecoming night created would last 
some people a lifetime. 
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2. Posing together, Estelle Kim (10) and 
Soo Jin Kim (10) show off their matching 

black dresses. 

3. Trying to contact his date. Josh Moon 
(11) relentless tries to communicate 

using his cellular device. 

4. Suprised from the offer, Matthew 
Bruhnke (12) gladly accepts the dance 

from Diana Garcia (12). 

5. Adding some toppings to his ice 
cream, Josh Naputi (11) gets ready to 

indulge in the icy goodness. 

6. Taking a cute couple picture together, 
Tyrend White (10) and Raven Harrison 

(10) pose for the camera. 

1. Slow dancing together, Alyse Gurak 
(11) and Jacob Loiland (11) dance the 

night away. 



As the liinos arrived 
at the Hilton Hotel in 
Seoul, the ladies stepped H K 
out igfljeir stunning**""" " |P* * 
gowns and the gentlemen, . 
dressed in top^ofuhe-line splits, v 

escorted them into the beautifully 1 
decorated room. Hosted by the ,, • 
Junior class, Prom 2011 was 
"red caipet" themed, and 
students dressed as if they were v 

A-list celebrities. A five course dinner 
was served and after eating, students 
went to the dance floor and danced the 
night away. The crowning of prom queen - . . 
and king went to seniors Destinee Harrison and j 
Jordan Scott. At the end of the night, 
students were given sunglasses with "Prom 2011" 
etched on the side as a souvenir from an unforgettable night. 

As the night progresses to a jumpy beat, 
Justin Outten (10) and Albert 
Schliesleder (11) get down and boogey. 

After the court dances, Alexandra Barnes (12) and 
Albert Schliesleder (11) join and dance to their first 
slow song. 

As tradition, Katie Darby (12), places the 
boutonniere on Sidney Malauulu (9) hoping 
not to get stuck by the pin. 



1. Waiting to go inside, Jennifer Garcia (12) and Alex ander 
Sidoff (12) pose for the yearbook camera. 

2. Trying to keep up with her date, Luke Travis (11) shows 
Dalila De Leon (11) his sick moves. 

3. Greeting everyone as they enter, the officers and core 
members of the junior class student council give the students 
sunglasses and sign in's. 

4. Standing as the Prom Court for 2011, Prom Queen, Destinee 
Harrison(12), and Prom Prince, Tomiwa Akinbayo (11) as the 
couple of royalty, Prom King, Jordan Scott (12), and his date 
Teresa Parker (12), and beside them Tyrone Beckham (12), 
getting the award for Prom Princess, Melena Ritualo (11). 

5. Posing for the camera, Ms. Hudson expresses her relief that 
Prom was successful. 

6. Bringing the music that gets the party started and keeps the 
party going, the DJ for prom 2011, DJ Prince, mixes and 
switches tracks like a pro to make sure there's never a dull or 
music less moment. 

7. Enjoying the food, Josh Chung (11), Jason Liu (12), Gene 
Choi (11), Jay Han (11), and Jake Cho (12) strike a pose for the 
camera. 

8. As the night windled away, Marina Pavek (11) and Travis 
Higgs (11) share some quality time together. 

9. Scoping the scene, Hyun Toves (11) and Chelsea Yeung (11) 
take a break from dancing. 

10. This motley crew shows off their stunna' shades. 



GET IN MY BELLY 

Peacefulfeating their lunchel^B 
Cohen(1Bfand Randolph 
Rodrigue^IO enjoy the peace an< 
quiet of thmcourtyard during 
lunch. m 

Q 
Quiznos 

SUB 

Eating at school is quick and easy for Destinee Harrison(12) and Tomiwa Akinbayo(11) when the Snack Shack is run by clubs and 
other organizations at SAHS. 

fk* 
TACO 

Mnnchu 
WOK 

Enjoying the atmosphere at the Dragon Hill Lodge Angelique 
Nash(11) and Chris Cousins (11) spend their lunch eating and 
talking to friends at their table. 

(left)Patiently waiting for his food Brandon McNutt(1 
looks forward to his delicious lunch. 

York(l 1) anticipates her delicious sandwich that is being 
prepared right in front of her. 

1) 



THANKS FOR THE GRUB! 

Lunch time at SAHS is a race to beat the clock. The farther you go the less time you have to eat, but 
if you stay close and eat at t he Snack Shack you are at the mercy of whatever is on the menu. With so 
many good choices available it can be hard to choose between Burger King and Popeyes, Subway or 
Quiznos, Pizza Hut or Anthony's Pizza, or the Snack shack or the Katusa Snack Bar. With so many 
possible destinations to go, the student body is spread over south post or main post 
everyday for 40 minutes. With the open campus policy have a multitude of 
restaurants to choose from. With everything from pizza? to Starbucks there's no 
shortage of places to go. Some daring *r students even test their luck 
and choose to eat at Taco Bell or Manchu WOK located on the off 
limits main post. ' 

Scarfing Burger King before lunch is over Justin 
Koch(10), Corey Rodriguez(IO), and Alex Hentges(lO) 

look at the camera in mid bite. 
(below) Spending their time wisely a group of 
students eat their lunch together outside the 
Dragon Hill Lodge. 





Blaise Jackson (12) 
Raven Haynes (12) 

emiiWtun 

Lindsey Calloway (11) 
Marky Mondelus (12) 

Tillie Trounson (11) 
Dewayne Kendricks (12) 

Ashley Milburn (12) 
Richard McDonald (11) 
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A round/Seoul/ 

Plentiful themed 
cafes, restau
rants fit to satify 
any pallate, and 
live music! Want 
to know more? 
Hongdae is 

definitely not a destination to be ignored 

Two Korean national 
treasures. 

It's here in Myeong 
Dong that students 
find themselves 
submersed in an 
area rich in stores, 
stands, and shops. 
The popular stop 
caters more than 
adequately to the 
fashion needs of 
SAHS students. 



"One of my 
favorite song is 
'Forget you/" 

-Sheena 
Malauulu 

bRuna lllaps 
EAH1H ID MARS TOP SONGS/ALBUMS 

OF 2011 
1  -  L a d y  G a g a  

IREl/UOR 

4. K.aty f erry 

f. Justin Jgieber 

mmmmm ^«lirj=Eil=B1 8. NichOHinaj 

9- WaKa FlocKa Flame 

1 o. BEYONCE 
'OP imps OUTCJIST 

"I'm livin' it 
up, homie" 

Blaise Jackson 



: MOST AWESOME AC1 
1ST EVER ASSEMBLES 

Re?t CJupportm^ 
A^tor: ^yirMam Rale 

flFe Fi^lrter) 

Re?t Lea4mg Across: 
Natalie Portwan 
(Rla<?k.3tfan) 

Re?t tJupportmg . t 

A<?tress: Melissa Leo A? 
(Hie F^lrter) llrS^ 



FRESHMAN 

B. Mail Mil Pipes 
('. Jason and Jamie Lou 

E. Teresa aid lialasta Parker 
F. Lroi ani Jahlil Move 
G. Ti'Arra and H'Eslia Jones 
H. Skeeaa, Stain aid Sidan Manila 
I. TMHiwa and Olu Aknba} o 
iUrissaaadHeirvMd 



k. lli'taiNfiil lliivlim Kcnilrirks 
L and Clarissa Hdaes 

V. Cfiiinlc' lluilsoi ami Joe Wr.vllirook 
(I. Beckv llomark ami Cj (ollinglinm 

I! Ailriiin Thomas. Ihiniilc Lauren p ami Josh llel'aslro 



ARISSA ARNOLD 





layna Pounds 



Jaqueline 
Nguyen 



Hagrid (from Harry Potter) 

Quinton Aaron (from the Blind Side) 

Brett Favre (from NFL) 

Hayley Williams (from Paramore) 

Travis Chavez (12) 

Charles Sanders (11) 

Coach/Mr. Ratcliff 

Austin Chapa (11) 

Tristan Williams (9) 

Joshua Naputi (11) 

Colton Heckerl (12) 

Helena Bonham Carter 
(from Harry Potter) 

Rupert Grint (from Harry Potter) 

Taylor Lautner (from Twilight series) 

Will Ferrel (from Elf) Emma Scholes (12) 



CEEEBRETY AND SAHS EOOK-AEIKES 

Irene Malenky (9) & Katie Darby (12) 

Haven't you ever 
walked down the 
halls of Seoul Amer
ican High School, 
passing your friend 
and then passing 
the same friend 
again, not even 2 
minutes later in a 
completely differ
ent hallway of a 
building on the 
other side of 
campus? There are 
many duos of look-
alikes at this school, 
including the few 
pairs we've placed 
on this page. There 
are certainly many 
more people in this 
school who look 
alike, but these are 
the ones that stuck 
out the most to our 
staff. 

Besides SAHS 
twins, we've 
matched up a few 
students and staff 
members with ce
lebrities that we 
thought they re
sembled. Who 
knows, maybe in a 
few years, Josh 
Naputi(11) will be 
the next Taylor 
Lautner, or Tristan 
Williams(9) will be 
the next Rupert 
Grint? Don't be sur
prised if you see 
them instead of the 
orginal celebrities 
on the big screen 
sooner or later. 

Sam Imrie (11) & Wayne Magee (12) 

Charles Campbell (12) & Thomas Schrier (11) 

Hannah Swafford (11) & Christa Pak-Blyznik (10) 

LizGleaves (12) & Jordan Elliot (12) 

Christine Mahana (11) & Albert Schliesleder (11) 

Justin Swafford (10) & Julian Butler (12) 

AJ Wallar (12) & Zachary Rodriguez (12) 
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pKJ 1 
Brett Favre Retires 
Yet Again 
Jan 3. 2011 7:29 AM CST 
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FOOTBALL 

"FAfeeOM CHEEJB... tflE JBE 
tEere." 

•Dewayne Hendricks (121 

akuni. Janan Novemhtp^f • "'_i m.V=.,Q./. .MPS-



FAREAST Q & A 

Sydney (9), what was the mosl 
valuable lesson you learned at 

Insftjiaur 
Hie coaches mad! 

Harold (111, what wa 

T " 
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70KOTAI jAfe, ' 
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mJt 
It was nice to be able to meet new people, GIRLS and guys, but I 

have to say that the scenary was amazing as was the weather." 

John Graham (121 1 
f f ; f.,f 
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Yokota, Japan November 7-11,2010 
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"I LIKED BEING ABLE TO WORK WITH OTHER 
PEOPLE FROM DIFFERENT SCHOOLS, AND I 
LIKED BEING ABLE TO USE DIFFERENT TYPES 
OF EQUIPMENT." 

- EDDY NUB1NE (10) 

Em. [ T okyo, Japan olo^24-29.2010 





What is FarEast? Some students say it's an exrodinary experience like no other, others think it's all about 
the competition, and some people might believe it is a waste of time, money, and effort. We're here to say 
that it is an extrodinary event, where you get to meet new students, from all over Asia. Students also get the 
chance to work hard with them and against them, depending on the event. FarEast is about school pride and 
showing DoDDs Pacific what SAF1S has to offer. 

"We 

give 



Exploring f ll£L FailQ& 

"^\Vtt ftout_fCoiArr and 
b a tt c t~ I be ve ts no rowx. 
Stocfe to a cooGL, ts votee. 
to a 



of new. culturally different. 
people, and learned a lot of 
things. The weather was nice 
and warm too. IT'S BETTER 
THAN KOREA!" 

-Max KIM 1121 

Siiinnnnre January 13-17.2011 







"You and I will meet again 
When weyre least expecting it 
One day in some far off place 

I will recognize your face 
I won }t sa y goodbye my friend 

For you and I will meet again " 
-Tom Petty 

i 



LNicoias JAquino 
"People excel and learn, not because they 
are told to, but because they want to."- Peter 

Wj 

1 
Senge 

Larissa LArnoCcC 
Activities: Basketball Player, Delta Gems, 

Cheer Manager 
Best Memories: Guam, Sweet 18, 

New Years, Fairfield 
Quote: "Love is patient, love is kind, it is not 
self seeking. It is not easily angered, it keeps 

no record of wrongs... it always protects, 
always protects, always trusts, always hopes, 

always perseveres. Love never fails." 
-1 Corinthians 13 

Hometown: Fairfield, CA 

YACisa LAuBart 
Activities: JROTC, JROTC Color Guard, 

Drama Club, Show Choir 
Best Memories: Chungmin Steven Winchip, 

KR3W, "Zois." 
Quote: "Look, in my opinion, the best thing you can 
do is find a person who loves you for exactly what 

you are. Good mood, bad mood, ugly, pretty, 
handsome, what have you, the right person is still 

going to think the sun shines out your — That's the 
kind of person that's worth sticking with." 

Hometown: 

LACexancCra 'Barnes 
Activities: JV Basketball, V Basketball. V Soccer. Junior 
Class Secretary, Senior Class President. Yearbook Ed., 

FE Journalism '10, Football Manager 
Best Memories: J.A.K, KAJA, Han River. Scotts' 

Casa, Pandabear & Poohbear, hakwan, HD. 
FE Soccer & KAIAC 2010 

Quote: "In life we make choices: choices we regret, choices 
we admire ourselves for making, choices for other people. 

And it is our choices, not our abilities that set us apart. That 
makes us who we are today and who we will be tomorrow. 

Because if today is bad and 
tomorrow is worse, then you have to look 

upon your choices, not your abilities, and decide which 
choices are making life so hard for you." 

Hometown: Seoul, Korea 

mm 
A 0. 



V. m i p  

Trie 
Activities: Playing games, Movies, 

Hanging out 
Best Memories: Going to Far East 

Quote: "Live the life you love, love the 
life you live." - unknown 
Hometown: Everywhere 

JAshCey ButCer 
Activities: Sports, clubs, work, 

and school 
Best Memories: Playing power 

rangers with my cousins as a kid. 
Quote: "You never knw where life may 

take you, and look I'm in Korea." 
Hometown: Nashville, TN 

i r 
JuCian ButCer 

Activities: Basketball, Track, Mentorship 
Best Memories: Mrs. Wilkin's Class 

Quote: "So you don't think I can huh? 
Well get in line with everyone else I'm 

gonna prove wrong." 
Hometown: Los Angeles, CA 

SSH CharCes Camp Belt 

t 
Activities: Wrestling, Reading, 

and games 
Best Memories: Making the Far East 

Wreslting Varsity Team 
Quote: "You can't know your strengths 

until you push yourself." 
Hometown: Shreveport/Bossier City, LA 
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Anthony 

"People excel and learn, not because they 
are told to, but because they want to."- Peter 
Senge 

VonaCcC Cha 
Activities: MUN, Account Manager, 

MWR, Wingspan journalist 
Best Memories: Survival game in 

mountain 
Quote: "Knowledge is power, I guard 

it well." 
Hometown: Kimpo, Korea 

Travis Chavez 
"Be more concerned with your character than 
your reputation, because your character is 
what you really are, while your reputation is 
merely what others think you are." - John 
Wooden 

Tiffany Chin 
"Never be bullied into silence. Never allow 
yourself to be made a victim; accept no one's 
definition of your life; define yourself."-
Harvey Fierstein 



r 
Tyrone 

Activities: Varsity Football, Varsity 
Basketball 

Best Memories: Basketball Far East 
Quote: Pluto - No Ceilings 

Flometown: Chicago, IL 

t TtpriC 'Berry 
"Live one day at a time and make it a master
piece." - Dale West 

ZACaina Bonner 
Activities: Varsity Colorguard, Varsity Drill Team, 
Varsity Soccer, Varisty Basketball, Vice President 

Mega Falcon Theater Company, Lifeguard, 
FE ROTC '10, FE Basketball '10, FE 

Film&Entertainment '10 
Best Memories: "My name is Thor and I come from 
the magical land of teddy bears." "Spatman" "Love 

juice-oh ha ha" "Jordan's Casa" "K&N" "Kr3W" 
"come hither," KAJA 

Quote: "The will to live will always outweight 
the ability to die." 

Hometown: Seoul, Korea 

Tiara Brigdt 
Activities: BHS Marching Band & J.R.O. T.C. 
Best Memories: Having the opportunity to 
travel to many places all over the world. 

Quote: "Go confidently in the direction of your 
dreams. Life the life you imagined." - Henrey 

David Thoreau 
Hometown: Sierra Vista, AZ 

\ iS>; -t 
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Tarrish 'Brown 
Activities: Football 

(Eisenhower High School) 
Best Memories: Making a dance crew 

with Deejay, Khalil, and Matt. 
Quote: "If you didn't see me do it how do 

you know I did it!" 
Hometown: Barstow, FL 

Jessica Brucfi 
Activities: Cheerleading, Journalism, SCA, 

S2S, Hanging with friends, Show Choir 
Best Memories: Guam trip, New Year's 

Night, 17th B-Day Night 
Quote: "Fashion fades, only style remains 

the same." - CoCo Chanel 
Hometown: Seoul, Korea 

Matthew Bruhnhe 
"The price ofgreatness is responsibility."- Sir 
Winston Churchill 

Christy BurreCC 
Activities: Sports, Piano. 

Best Memories: Lotte World 
summer of 2009 

Quote: "As an adult it doesn't 
mean do what you want, 

it means grow up 
and put your life together" 

Hometown: Okinawa, Japan 



XCiza6etfi Cho 
Activities: National Honor Society, Asian 

Culture Club Vice President, Renaissance Club 
Treasurer, S2S, String Ensemble Student 
Director, Sophmore Class Vice President, 

American Red Cross Secretary, Good 
Neighbor, Cross Country, Math Club, 

One Million Ways 
Best Memories: Big Bang Mini-Concert 

Quote: "I can do all things through Him who 
strengthens me." - Philippians 4:13 

Hometown: Pusan, Korea 

yongHyitn Cfio 
Activities: Soccer 2010-2011, 

Show Choir 
Best Memories: Han River, Ichon, 

Collier, Pops Zone 
Quote: "Life is like a bicycle. To keep 
your balance you must keep moving." 

- Albert Einstein 
Hometown: Seoul, Korea 

JJeCen Cfioi 

Education breeds confidence. Confidence 
breeds hope. Hope breeds peace. 

Justin Cftoi 
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t 
Trust because you are willing to accept the risk, 
not because it's sale or certain. 
"It is better to die on your feet than to live on 
your knees."- Dolores Ibarruri 
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Cereda Cfiong 
Activities: Church Volunteer Work, SHS Marching 
Band, UIL, Solo and Ensemble, Foreign Exchange 

Best Memories: Running through a storm to get 
inside my friend's car from the entrance of the 

school to the farthest part of the parking lot. The rain 
felt like pebbles being thrown at us and we were 

soaking wet by the time we even got 
inside the parking lot! 

Quote: "I try to avoid looking forward or backward, 
and try to keep looking upward.Charlotte Bronte 

Hometown: Tacoma, WA 

VaTun Cfhmg 
Do not wish to be anything bill what you are and 
to be that perfectly. 
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'Dmitrius Clark 
Activities: S2S 

Best Memories: Chilling with friends 
Quote: "Nobody can go back and start 
a new beginning, but anyone can start 

today and make a new ending." 
Hometown: Sacramento, CA 

Xatkryn Cody 
Activities: Marching Band (Loudon 

Valley), Yearbook, NHS, Track 

Best Memories: Junior Year 

Quote: "Your Happiness is intertwined 
with your outlook on life." 

Hometown: Round Hill, VA 



ImaiCy Cruz-MencCez 
Activities: 

Best Memories: Moving to South Korea, meeting my 
best Cerella. going to k-pop concerts, shopping with 

my friends, playing in the snow. 
Quote: Alice come to a fork in the road "Which road 
do I take?"she asked. "Where do you want to go?" 
responded the Cheshire Cat. "I don't know, "Alice 
answered. "Then," said the cat" it doesn't really 

matter" - Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland 
Hometown: Anasco, Puerto Rico 

XeCsey 
Activities: Renaissance co-chair, Fashion 
Club VP, S2S, Men's Volleyball manger, 

S.H.A.R.E, French Club, Delta 
G.E.M.S, Soccer Manager 

Best Memories: K2, gramke, vahdy 
and t.ran, bajo 

Quote: "God is Love"- 1 John 4:8 
Hometown: Columbia, MD 

JaquaiCa Curry 
Activities: V. Volleyball, Cheerleading, 

Track, Delta Gems, Yearbook. 
Best Memories: Guam Fareast Volleyball, 

Champions 2010 
Homet o w n: Killeen, TX/ Daytona Beach, 

FL 
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Teter Curry 
Activities: Chess, Computer 

Services, Weight Lifting 
Best Memories: Spending time with 

my girlfriend after school. 
Quote: "All is Just..." 

Hometown: West Point, NY 
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XatdCeen DarBy 

Activities: Varsity Softball, Renaissance, 
S.H.A.R.E, Fashion Club, Lifeguarding, 

Yearbook Editor, Men's 
Volleyball Manager. 

Best Memories: K2, YF, Thiths, "The 
Collier", catch w/ZB, 

Poohbear&Pandabear, FEJC, Burr Burr. 
Quote: "Never Settle." 

Flometown: Yakeyama, Japan. 

Dana Davenport 
Activities: Fashion Club, Varsity 

Cheerleading, JROTC, SADD, Far East 
Creative Expressions 

Best Memories: Flan River, "Sleepovers", 
Hope & Quay, "Uh no x 5", Late nights, 

Patrick James, McDonald's B-Day 
Quote: "Keep calm and camy on." 

Hometown: Seoul, Korea 
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MarqueC Dentins 
Activities: Skateboarding, Rap, Travel 

Best Memories: First arriving in Seoul, My 
friends, and good times in SAHS. 

Quote: "You can sit up waiting, or you can 
get it yourself." 

Hometown: Houston, TX 

JArieC DunBar 

To change our lives, we must first change our 
minds. 



Christopher JDunwoody 
Activities: MUN, International Club, Culinary, 

Chinese, German 
Best Memories: When I got on the plane to 

Germany and realized my was going to 
change forever 

Quote: "Culture is the widening of 
the mind and spirit." 

Hometown: Martinsville, VA 

Jordan 'Ediott 
Activities: Girl's Varsity Basketball, NHS 

Best Memories: Anytime in my car 
with my friends 

Quote: "Don't stop. If you stop, then you 
start to think. If you think you start to 

doubt. Don't stop." 
Hometown: Fayetteville, NC 

Cs 

JACexander Evans 
Activities: Cross Country, Rifle Team, 

Honor Guard, Drill Team, Football 
Best Memories: Far East 

Quote: "Life is simple you should make 
choices and don't look back." 
Hometown: Sakhalim, Russia 

SB; 
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(Jarrett J:rancis 
Activities: 

Best Memories: Vida Nueva, Video 
games, Paintball, Slaying zombies. 

Quote: "A pessimist is what an optimist 
calls a realist." - Gunnery Sergeant 

Ashley Williams 
Hometown: Augusta, GA 
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<geoffrey burner 

Life gives us lime only love gives us meaning. 
"Success isn't permanent and failure isn't 
fatal." - Mike Ditka 

Diana Gjarcia 
Activities: Softball, Tennis, Band, Fellowship, 

Christian Athletes 
Best Memories: In 3rd Grade, I decided I was 

going to do my eyebrows .. ..with a razor. For the 
next few weeks I had to draw in my eyebrows. 

It was hilarious! 
Quote: "For I know the plans I have for you, de
clares the Lord. Plans to prosper you and not to 

harm you, to give you hope and a future." 
Hometown: Palestine, TX 

Jennifer (Jarcia 
Activities: MUN, S2S, The Wingspan, Drama 

Club, JSHS, SHARE, Renaissance Committee, 
Asian Culture Club 

Best Memories: Far East Math, Harvard Model 
Congress Asia (Far East MUN), SARA (Far East 
Science), Far East Drama, Karaoke and other fun 

random moments with friends, being a 
senior in general 11' 

Quote:" Don't let your fears hold you back, in the 
end you'll just regret it." 

Hometown: Miami, FU Raeford, NC 

Jessica Gjliim 

"Things don't have to change the world to be 
i mportant.Steve Jobs 



TCiza6eth (gfeaves 

Activities: Varsity Volleyball, Varsity 
Basketball, Varsity Soccer, Rifle Team, 

Vida Nueva 
Best Memories: 2009 and 2010 Soccer Far 
East, 2010-2011 Rifle Team Far East, MLK 

2011 Basketball Tournament - (; 
Quote: "Today is the first day of the rest of 

your life. Make it work for you." 
Flometown: Seoul, KR 
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Jofmatficin (graficim 

Activities: French Club President. S2S, Class 
representative. Captain of Varsity Swimming, Captain of 

Varsity Basketball, Captain Cross Country, 
Concert Band, JROTC, MUN 

Best Memories: Guam and Japan Far East Tournaments, 
KAIAC Swimming Championships, Traveling with friends. 

meeting people, trying new things laughing a lot. 
Quote: "I cant say I know the answer to life, but I can say if 

I were to leave tomorrow I would be satisfied with what I 
have done with my life, with the time that I've been giving 
to find myself and be who I am. I thank my parents for this 

wonderful life" - Myself 
Flometown: Seoul. KR 
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Jimmy Qrandinette 

Activities: Varsity Swimming, 
Snowboarding, SC/4, NHS, 

French Club, S2S 
Best Memories: Guam, Busan, MCEC, 

Great Friends, Hanging out 
Quote: "Rock the ball and catch the 

good fish." 
Hometown: Honolulu, Hawaii 

Joshua Jfachlancfer 

Activities: Drama 
Best Memories: Far East Drama, 

My junior year 
Quote: "In the end no matter what we say 

it's what we do that counts" 
- Josh Hacklander 

Hometown: Prince Fredrick, MD 
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Dennis J-fan 
Activities: Asian 

Culture Club, Soccer 
Best Memories: PC Bang, Moyer, 

Soccer, "sleepovers" 
Hometown: Seoul, Korea 

Justin Jjan 
Activities: String Ensemble, Show Choir, 

TRI- M, Renaissance, Cross Country 
Best Memories: Far East, AP Biology, 

Starbucks, Chilling in the practice room, 
Karaoke hangouts, Chinese class, 

Cross Country 
Quote: "Sometimes be sharp, 

never be flat, always be natural. 
Hometown: Seoul. KR 

3Cvm6erCy 3-Cargrave 
Activities: Martial Arts, Volleyball, Piano 
Best Memories: December Pep rally ~ 

Santa skit, and I was the Grinchl! 
Quote:" Setting goals is the first step in 

turning the invisible into the visible." 
- Tony Rob bins 

Hometown: Don't really have one I guess 
I could say "the world" 

Destinee d 
Activities: Sports, Volleyball, Basketball, 

Soccer, Track, Delta Gems 
Best Memories: Winning Far East Soccer, 

Volleyball, and Basketball 
Quote: " Only those who will risk going too 
far, can possibly find how far one can go." 

-T.S Elliot 
Hometown: Hinseville, GA 
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Xevin Xa thaw a 

t 
It is not what you gather but what you scatter 
that tells what kind of life you have lived. 

Haven X 
Activities: Texting, Dancing, Shopping, 

Hanging out with friends 
Best Memories: Away games with 

the cheerleaders!! 
Quote: "Don't tell me the sky is the limit, 

when there's footsteps on the moon." 
Hometown: Hampton, VA 

t 

CoCton X 
Activities: Baseball, Volleyball, Stair 

Lounging, Yearbook 
Best Memories: Baseball trips, Hanging 

out, Getting by and better 
Quote: "At which point do you start to 
\realize, that life without knowledge, 

is death in disguise." 
Hometown: Redmond, Washington 

XCizubetfi J-Cenderson 
Recognize that yon have the courage within you 
to fulfill the purpose of your birth. Summon 
forth the power of your inner courage and live 
the life of vour dreams. 
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Lee Lfen 
Activities: 

Best Memories: 
Quote: Kulia i Ka nu'u - Strive for the highest. 
Aia i ka 'olelo ke ola, aia i ka 'olelo ka make-In 

language is life (Watch what you say) 
A hui hou kakou malama pono - Take Care, 

Until we meet again. 
Hometown: 
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XoCyn J-CiCC 

Activities: Being Me, 
Not Changing for no one 

Best Memories: Christmas break 2010, 
every time I'm with Mariah Garner 

Quote:"No Regrets" 
Hometown: South Mansfield, LA 

f 
Devontae J-foffman 

"Ifl accept you as you are, I will make you 
worse; however ifl treat you as though you are 
what you are capable of becoming, I help you 
become that." -Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe 

Cfiante (Hudson 
A ctivities: Varsity Cheerleading, 

Zeta Archonettes 
Best Memories: Winning 

Homecoming Queen 
Quote: "Peace Out" 

Hometown: Fort Meade, Maryland 



DanieCCe Irmeier 

M l  
"There may be more to learn from elimbing the 
same mountain a hundred times then by climb-
inga hundred different mountains." - Richard 
Nelson 

* Jr 
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Ufaise Jackson 
Activities: Hanging out in the hall 

and Mrs. Wilkins' classroom. 
Best Memories: Flying on a 
Boeing 777-300 to Thailand 

Quote: "Hold Fast to dreams, 
for if dreams die, life is broken winged 

bird that cannot fly." 
Hometown: Charlotte, NC 

U li 
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:"Roger Janes 

Activities: Yearbook, Journalism, Lounging 
Best Memories: Hanging out with friends, 
Sitting on the stairs, Far East Journalism 

Quote: "I haven't slept for ten days, 
because that would be too long." 

- Mitch Hedberg 
Hometown: Seoul, Korea 

Loins 
Activities: Swim team, renaissance, 

French club, Asian culture club, 
Korean culture club, good 

neighbor program, concert band 
Best Memories: My friends, internet cafe, 

new year 2011, junior year, 
swim team, ice cream 

Quote: "The higher you fall, the 
higher you bounce." 

Hometown: Los Angeles, CA 
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Ti'arra Jones 

Good things come to those who wait to accept 
them with a grate lit I heart. 

m 
JuCian James 

Activities: Cross Country 
Best Memories: PC Banging 

Quote: "Imperfection is Beautiful" 
Hometown: Salt Lake City, UT 

LABery Justice 
Though no one can go back and make a brand 
new start, anyone can start from now and make 
a brand new ending. - Carl Bard 

'Benjamin XeCCam 
Activities:: Chillin' 

Best Memories: Money, Chillin' 
Quote: "Family over Fame" 

Hometown: Killeen, TX 
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Dewayne XencCricks 
Activities: Korean culture club, 
Cheerleading, football, soccer, 

track, choir TRI-M 
Best Memories: Cheerleading, 

Far East Choir, friends, 
Beyonce concert FRONT ROW!! 

Quote: "I get nervous when I don't get 
nervous, if I'm nervous, 

I know I'm going to do it right." 
Hometown: Killeen, TX 
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VanieC Xim 
Activities:: JROTC, Rifle Team 2009-

2011, Far East JROTC 2009-2011, S2S, 
Asian Culture, SADD Club, 

Engineering Club 
Best Memories: Visiting the states, 

hanging out with friends 
Quote:" Never, never, never quit" 

- Winston Churchill 
Hometown: Seoul, KR 

fDavicC 
Happiness isn't getting what you want, butex-
periencingwho you are. 

IJ m 

Jennifer Xim 
In the pursuit of happiness, the difficulty lies in 
knowing when you have caught up. 
We can not take credit for our talents. It's how 
we use them that counts. 
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Joshua Xim 
Activities:Tennis, cross country, 

Advance Band, Fashion club, track 
Best Memories: Staying out late to play 
tennis with my sisters and her friends. 
Quote: "Whatever you do in life will be 

insignificant, but it is very important that 
you do it because nobody 

else will." - Ghandi 
Hometown: Alemeda, CA 

Xyu-Jean Xim 
Activities: Cross Country, 
Asian Culture club, NHS 

Best Memories: XC '08, Toga Day 
Quote: "You only live life once, so make 

the most of it." 
Hometown: Seoul, KR 
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Max Xim 
"There may be more to learn from climbing the 
same mountain a hundred times then by climb
ing a hundred different mountains." - Richard 
Nelson 

Minji Xim 
Activities: Concert Band, JROTC, Good 

Neighbor Program, Renaissance, 
Asian Culture Club, Math Club, S2S, 

Engineering Club 
Quote: "Go your way till the end. 

You will rest, and then at the end of the 
days you will rise to receive your 

allotted inheritance." 
Hometown: Gwangju, KR 



Teter Xvm 

V> 

Activities: 2008-2011 Advance Band, 
2008-2011 Varsity Soccer Team 

Best Memories: Sookdae, HD, DB,Pops 
Zone, 2010 Homecoming 

Quote: "Life is a tale told by an idiot, full of 
sounds and fury, signifying nothing." 

- William Shakespeare 
Hometown: Seoul, KR 
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Sang 
Activities: S2S, Korean Culture Club, 

Advanced Band, Soccer 
Best Memories: Chilling with my 

friends, Kaiac Soccer, Far East Soccer 
Quote: "Life is a zoo in a jungle." 

Hometown: Seoul, KR 

TayCor 
Activities: Skateboarding, skiing, chillin 

Best Memories: Messing around 
in the hallways during class 

Quote: "It's all good." 
Hometown: Honolulu, Hawaii 
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Jeffery XCing 

LIVE YOUR OWN LIFE - Julie Cameron 



Dorothy XrehiCt 
"People excel and learn, not because they 
are told to, but because they want to."- Peter 
Senge 

Soon-Seong Xwon 
"The (irst step toward change is accep
tance." "Once you accept yourself, you 
open the door to change. That's all you have-
to do." "Change is not something you do, 
it's somethingyou allow."-Will Garcia 

Jason £amh 
Some men see things as they are, and say, 
"Why?" Still others dream of things that 
never were and say, "Why not?" 

Trie Lau6 
Activities: Skating, Guitar 
Best Memories: Chillin' in 

the Purple Nugget 
Quote:" The ultimate measure of a 

man is not where he stands in 
moments of comfort and convenience, 

but where he stands at times of 
challenge and controversry." 

- Martin Luther King Jr. 
Hometown: El Paso, Tx 



BoTun Lee 
Activities: NHS, Renaissance, S2S, Asian 

Culture Club 

Best Memories: Toga Day 

Hometown: Seoul, KR 
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MitcfieCCLee 
Activities:Soccer, Korean Culture Club, 

Asian Culture Club 

Best Memories: Being with my friends 

Quote:" We didn't Lose the game, we just 
ran out of time." 

Hometown: Seoul, KR 

* 

Suvin Lee 
Activities:: Fashion Club, S2S, Junior Class 

club, Tennis Manager 
Best Memories: W.H.S, "Eye candy", Going all 

around Seoul with Ruth Eades + Christina Choi, 
"Thank God!", " That's mean, that's really 

mean", Summer 2010 visiting VA, "FunFethl", 
"N.E.L.S" 

Quote:" Goodbyes are sad yet they should also 
be cherished because it is this word that 

causes all memories to come flooding back as 
if they had happened yesterday." 

Hometown: Seoul, KR 

yoon Lee 

Neglecting valuable adv ice, an ignorant man 
becomes the cause of his own misen. 
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Jason Liu 
A ctivities: Volleyball, Basketball, Swimming, 

Soccer, Choir, Goonin 

Best Memories: Sukdae, HD, Pops, E-Han, 
Prego park, Skipping, GUAM!!, moyer, my gf 

Quote:"Legend wait for it DARY!!!!" 

Hometown: Seoul, KR 

JVayne Magee 
Activities: Football, lifting, hunting, hanging with 

friends 

Best Memories: Getting to go to Okinawa for Far 
East and visit my Great Grandma. 

Quote: "Have you ever seen the movie "Forest 
Gump?" He ran across the U.S and he was 

pretty stupid. I have faith in you.Due Date 
Hometown: Fort Bragg, NC 

Sdeena Ma 

"Ifyou keep doing what you've always done -
you'll keep gelling what you've always gotten.' 
- Kenneth Blanehard 
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Steven Mason 
Activities: Making music 

Best Memories: Making Beats 

Hometown: Baltimore, MD 
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JAshCey M 
Activities:: Drama productions, cheerleading, 

Far East Lingua Fest, JROTC, S4, Fashion 
Club, Show Choir 

Best Memories: "Fire" osan trips, James 
Mavldin, "Dibs", Smilies, family mart, boats and 

birds, modeling for G market, winning photo-
shoots with Danisha Jones, 2nd place at Multa 
Model Contest, "Pharrel", Hope & Quay, "Uh 

Yeah x5, db breaks 
Quote: "Opportunities for Eternity." 

Hometown: San Jose, CA 

Christopher 
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"Doubi limits you from what is already yours, 
but faith unlocks the doors allowing you to walk 
in and receive it." - Jcannctte Tyson Gregory 
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Marhy Monde his 
Activities: Going out, Basketball 

Best Memories: Messing around in class 
with friends 

Quote: "We all have time machines; our 
memories are our past and our dreams are 

our future." 

Hometown: Miami, FL 

ChaeWon Moon 
Activities: JROTC, Tennis, Facebook 

Best Memories: Tae <3, sleepover, PLDC, 
Seminar 

Quote: "Under every full moon there is a 
dream that has come true." 

Hometown: Seoul, KR 
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Qregory 
S aman iego orris 

Activities: Baseball, Lounging, Volleyball, 
Wrestling 

Best Memories: Having fun, Bob Dylan 

Quote: "Everybody's a geek to someone." 

Hometown: El Paso, TX 

'Regis Moses 

Activities: Varsity Football 

Best Memories: Far East football 

Quote: "The tragedy of life is not that it ends 
so soon, it's that we wait so long for it to 

begin." 

Hometown: Los Angeles, CA 

LAncCrew Murphy 
Activities: NHS, Cross Country, Track & 
Field, JROTC, Forensics, Show Choir 

Best Memories: Dr. Flores, ApEng, XC, 
Starbucks, Practice Room 

Quote: "Aight" 

Hometown: Incheon, KR 

DanieC !NeCson 

"To be blind is bad, but worse is to have eyes 
and not see." - Helen Keller 

» f . 
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Peter O'fj 
ActivitiesVarsity Soccer, YFC 

Best Memories: Anything and Everything 
with Lindsey Calloway 

Quote: "I was never fond of skipping, so I 
went to Seoul American High everyday." 

Hometown: Albuquerque, NM 

Judith Park 
Activities: NHS Renaissance Club, youtubing 

Best Memories: Karoake fail with amandurr. 
Broski times, single awareness, 4 years in a 
row Gorillaz, daft punk and neopets revival. 

M 
Quote: "Forget lady-like manners. Ikill zombies 

if I want! 

Hometown: Los Angeles, CA 
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X imherfy 'Parker 

Recognize thai you have ihe courage within you 
to fulfill the purpose of your birth. Summon 
forth the power of your inner courage and live 
the life ofvour dreams. 
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Teresa Parker 
ActivitiesVarsity Soccer, Varsity Cheer, 

Student director, show choir, TRI-M, Vida 
Nueva, Club Beyond 

Best Memories: Senior Year Cheerleading 

Hometown: Killeen, TX 



(gCoria Tatters on 

0 Though no one can go hack and make a brand 
new start, anyone can start from now and make 
a brand new ending. - Carl Bard 

Lafmi Terez 
Activities: Olympic Smiling Champ 

Best Memories: Every Single Moment!! 

Quote: "Live with your head held high, because 
you can only move forward when you see 

where you're going " "Smile, cause the other 
person might just need it." 

Hometown: Atlantis!!!!.... a.k.a Killeen, TX 

Diamond Terson 
Activities: Basketball, Football, Volleyball, 

Track, S2S 

Best Memories: 2009, 2010, 2011 Far East 
Basketball, 2010 and 2011 Far East 

Basketball Champions 

Quote: "Diamonds are Forever."- Kanye 
West 
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CACayna TouncCs 

Quote: "Success is the best revenge 

Hometown: Omaha, NE 
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Christine 
Activities:Band, Cross Country, TRI-M, Track 

Best Memories: Winter break 2001, Seminar, 
Bonfires, Mathfest 

Quote: "Far away there it the sunshine are my 
highest aspirations. I may not reach them but I can 

look up and see their beauty, believe in them and try 
to follow them."- Louisa May Alcott 

Hometown: Seoul, KR 

£eyna Ratcfiff 

That which you resist will persist. 
A smile increases your face value. 

CAmancCa Hay 

"Things don't have to change the world to be 
important."- Steve Jobs 

Matthew RecCmyer 

When you were born, you cried and the world 
rejoiced. Live your life so that when you die, the 
world cries and you rejoice. 



Qerta ReftfeCcC 
Activities:Belly Dancing 

Best Memories: Raving on a street corner! 

Quote: "You zarkin frood! 

Hometown: Montana 

Life gives us lime only love gives us meaning. 
"Success isn't permanent and failure isn't 
fatal."-Mike Ditka 

Zachary 'Rodriguez 

Humor is contagious... Laughter is infectious, 
Both are good for your health. 

Jonathan Rogers 
Activities: Detention, etc 

Best Memories: New Years2011, Han River walk 
with Duncan, "DB Break" Pasucci, HD, "DMC", PC, 

Pops Zone, Pops Restaurant 

Quote: "Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery, 
but today today is a gift, and that is why it s called 

the present." - Kung Fu Panda 

Hometown: Fort Polk, LA 
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JCerri ILosenBCatt 
Activities: Volleyball, singing, Tri-M, 

swimming, S2S 

Best Memories: Winter break 2010-2011, 
Guam, Nerfwar 

x~&W!2SiS Quote: "My name is Kerri. I'm so very- Fly oh 
my it's a little bit scary." 

Hometown: Seoul, KR 

S 
Miriam Saxe 

Activities: Cross Country, Show Choir, Tri-M An
nouncements, Far East Music, Beasting Murphy 

"Like a boss" 

Best Memories: Burning Christmas trees, 
sleepovers, getting lost, margaritas. "the book", 

City hall, cafes 

Quote: "Nobody cares if you are miserable, so 
you might as well be happy." 

Hometown: Mexico City 

UACexancCer Scfiaefer 
Activities: Cross Country, JROTC, Rocken 

at Life 

Best Memories: BBQ's 

Quote: "What's Up?!" 

Hometown: Brainard, MN 

Tmma 
Activities: Drama 

Best Memories: Strobe lights. Crazy horses, Myung-Dong. 
sign language in seminar. Borat. blue banana slushies. Zoid-

berg noises in the hallway, Alan+Hannah. Chris Walters. 
Leyna Ratcliff. 

Quote: Donna Pinciotti: What do you guys want to do after 
you graduate? 

Eric: Not touch dead people again, ever. 
Fez: I would like to go back to my homeland, with all the 

knowledge I learned in Wisconsin... and rule with an iron fist. 
Hometown: 



(gavino Scftreiher 

t 
Activities.Cross Country, JROTC, S2S 

Best Memories: Lunch with my friend Steve, 
(everyday) 

Quote: "The weak man has doubts before he 
does something. The strong man has them 

after." 

Hometown: San Antonio, TX 

Jordan Scott 
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Activities: Volleyball, Drama, Kadence Krewi! 
Best Memories: "Zoeis", "Roadhouse", the claw, 

"I got this!!" New Years, Smoke and Strobe, 
Volleyball team, line judge at girls far east volley
ball, Far East Drama 2010 + 2011, Koala, hair 
like cotton candy, KAIAC Volleyball Champion

ship game... T.T 
Quote:" In life there are people that may hate 
you but out of those people you find the ones 

that really love you till the end." 
Hometown: Washington, D.C 

JficoCe Scott 
Strangers are just friends waiting to happen. 
Don't walk in front of me I may not follow. 
Don't walk behind me I may not lead. Walk 
beside me and be mv friend. 

MicheCCe Scruggs 

Trust because you are willing to aeeept the risk, 
not because it's safe or certain. 



LeiCani Shak 
Activities: Softball, Basketball Manger 

Best Memories: Going to Myeongdong with 
Jordan, Katy, and Gavino on our snow day. 

Quote: "You are not small, you are fun sizeli"-
Jordan Scott 

Hometown: Sierra Vista, AZ 

TcrnC Skin 

Activities: JSHS, MUN, NHS, BSA, ARC, 
JROTC, SCA 

Best Memories: US Government Jeopardy 

Quote: "Veritas los Liberabit" 

Hometown: Seoul, KR 

MeCodxe SfiuCer 

Activities: 

Best Memories: Coach Boyd's Class 

Quote: "Aim for the stars so if you full you'll 
land in the clouds." 

Hometown: Honolulu, Hawaii 

JACexancCer SicCoff 

Vv 
To change our lives, we must first change our 
minds. 



Steve Smitftey 

Trie Tarikas 

Activities:Varsity Volleyball, Journalism 

Best Memories: Aquino falling in the river, 
KAIAC Volleyball Champion 

Quote: "Why is purple outside? Cause it's 
raining" Jordan + Eric 

Hometown: Tallin, Estonia 

Shantierra Valentine 
Activities: S2S 

Best Memories: Partying all weekend with my 
best friend on herb-day weekend. 

Quote:" Live. Laugh. Love. Shop <3" 

Hometown: Maryland/ Michigan 

Jacque Cine 
yUTanuev a-/Nguyen 

Activities: NHS, S2S, Renaissance Club, Varsity 
Tennis 

Best Memories: Lunch, movies, chillin with 
Jennifer, Steve, Sherrie, Adam, Boeun (Boon); 

the cactus, noraebang, shopping, senioritis. 
Quote: "Never look down on anybody unless 

* you're helping him up.Jesse Jackson 
Hometown: Huntington Beach, California 

r~ 



rr 

BracCen 

f 
%> 

& 

Activities:MUN, JV Cross Country 

Best Memories: Hanging with friends. 

Quote: Eat, Drink and Be Merry" - Jesus 

Hometown: Chicago, IL 

JAugust AVaCCer 
Activities:Cross Country 

Best Memories: I dunno 

Quote: Nice, Nice 

Hometown: Washington, D.C 

yeseuCy/atson 

Those who confess ignorance show ii once. I he 
person who conceals it shows it many times. 

Bsciena "VV/ute 
Activities: MUN, Varsity Cheerleading, Dancing, 

NHS 

Best Memories: Going to games and KAIAC with 
falcon cheer, all the fun experiences I had going 

to Guam High School, Stanton College Prep 
School before coming to Seoul 

Quote: "What lies behind and what lies before us 
are tiny matters compared to what lies within us." 

Hometown: Jacksonville, FL 



'Brandon AVright 

"We cannot achieve more in life than what we 
believe in our heart of hearts we deserve to 
have." - James R. Ball 

JACexander yana 
Activities: SADD, S2S Soccer, YFC, KKC, 

NHS, Show Choir 

Best Memories: e-han, "why is it purple out
side?!", uni, Guam, HC's 

Quote: "With all that I've experienced, it's im
possible to compact it into one quote" 

Hometown: Honolulu, Hawaii 

JCevin yim 
Activities: Wrestling 2010-2011, Environmental 

Club, Show Choir 
Best Memories: Deer Stacking, "DB Go Go", New 

Years 2011, HD, DMC 
Quote: We all carry these things inside no one 

else can see, they hold us down like anchors they 
drown us out to sea. I look up to the sky there 

may be nothing there to see. If I don't believe in 
him why would he believe in me?" 

Hometown: Tacoma, WA 

For all quotes that appear in yellow the following applies. * At press time a quote from this student was not available or 
provided. For stylistic purposes a random quote was inserted in the space. Quotes chosen do not necessarily reflect the views 
of the students where they were placed. No disrerepect was intended. Just words of wisdom intended for all students in places 
where we had space. Every effort to spell and triple-check names was attempted. We're sorry in-advance for any errors if they 
occur on the student pages that proceeded or follow. 



Xatie Darby 
'Roger Janes 

Dorothy XrebiCC 
Geoffrey Jurner 

JAJ M 'aCCer 
Dana Dav 

Emma SchoCes 
'Peter O'Grady Best Eyes 

Chante Muds on Most likely to PJ Curry 
Jiatt Recfmyer g|||Q f||Q UUOtld ^ZZXJ dCencferson Class Clown 



Cfass of '11 runmn this school^ _ since 07 

XoCyn 3-0 CC 
CAsOCey M iCBnrn 

Jordan Tdiott 
Jordan Scott Class Rebel Most Spirited 

Always on 
Facebook 

Jofin t-jratiam 
Liz GjCeaves 

CACexander Ivans 
DanieCCe Ir Cmeier 

N O  S M O K I N G  

Wall Info Photos Boxes 

SL Update Statu* ({5] Add Photos Share Link 

W h a t  a r e  y o u  d oi n g  n o w?  

getting ready for another week 

is now friends with 

is enjoying his new iPhone on vaction. 

is playing with his new iPhone 3C. I man 
pm Comment 



Agustin, Bryanna Akinbayo, Tomivva Allen, Charles Arboleda, Carolina 

Arjes, Christopher Bae, Christopher Barrington, Erina Blevins, Shane 

Branch, Lauren Brannen, Lindsey 

JUNIORS 
CIM Sf 

Brchmeier, Maggi Brooks, Dominique 



"Thisyear was pretty Cliff," 
~ Casey Uonovan 

junior Class Treasurer 

Brown, Andre 

Catineau, James 

Calloway, Lindsey Cambell, Blake 

Choi, Christopher 

Chon, Leana 



JUNIORS 
CLH& O f 2012 

Chung,Jushua 

Cousin, Christopher 

Davis, Brandon 

Cottingham, Charles Cohen, Benjamin Conolly, Sean 

Crabtree, Susan Crouch, Kayla Daniels, Antoine 

Davis, Elizabeth Davis, Theresa Decastro, Joshua 

Duncan, Daniel Di Genio, Joshua Donovan, Casey 



"One more year tiff O'm oat of here." 
~ Jon athan 7<Crammer 

Feezell, Daphnae Forge, Jamila Foster, Teslyn Ehlinger, Timothy 

Franklin, William Garman, Tammy Giles, Roberts Franken, Vanessa 

Grimball, James Gumataotao, Peter Grimball, Jamie Gordon, William 

Haffey, Aaron Haliburton, Lenette Han, Jay Han, Song Yi 



Higgs, Travis Henderson, Darrington Henderson, Amanda Harris, Sarah 

Horton, Christopher Hoover, Julean Holmes, Tavares Holmes, Elyssa 

Ibarra, Elian 

Johnson, Lonaye Jones, Jazzmone Johnson, Jasmen 

JUNIORS 
tlM <Jf 

Kagawa, Mara 

Jackson, Jenna 



Kang, Joanna Kim, Jaewoong 

Kim, Michelle Kloeker, John 

Laboy, Mena Jorge Lallamant, Brenda Kramer, Jonathan Kwon, Kirsten 

Ofit warn't for mvj cjoodfooks 0prohahty woufdn 't have passed" 

- Travis 0-tirjcjs 

Kim, Jin Kim, Juliana 

Lee, Chong Lawrence, Devante Laxton, Dianna 



JUNIORS 
CLK& Of 

Lee, Taewoo Lee, Kevin Lee, Kathleen 

Loiland, Jacob Lindsey, Labrea Liberato, Reynaldo Lewis, Tamira 

Malauulu, Shana Mahana, Christine Lucero, Rose-Jessica 

Martin, Harold Mascolo, Michael McCray, Bryant Manning, Jasmine 



"Of was a stressful  hut  0yarneda lot  from i t"  
- Marina TJavef 

Mckitrick, Sheridan Mcdonald, Richard McNutt, Brandon 

Moye, Clinton Mitchell, Tiffaney Moon, Joshua Midomaru, Russell 

Neal, Jacqueline Nash, Angelique Naputi, Joshua Myers, Adam 

Parker, Natasha Pavek, Marina Park, Vivian Park, Se 



JUNIORS 
tIM O f 

Quinones, Hector Pettelle, Kailie Paterson, Synnora Pegues, Jazele 

Quismundo, Christian Rhea, Robert Ratta, Helaman Reed, Tiphany 

Rigor, China Risher, Justin Ritualo, Melena Riehle, Joseph 

Rivera, Michael Rivet, Thomas Robinson, Corey Rodriguez, Johnathan 



"Of was hrohahfy the hardestyear for me hut  i t  was also afot  of  fun" 
- yofi Updriyuez 

Rodriguez, Yoli-Annite 

Roots, China 

Rogers, Jeremy 

Smith, Ericka 

Roman, Angels Romanova, Elzaventa 

Scafe, Sarah 

Roseborough, Brandon Sanders, Charles 

Schliesleder, Albert Schrier, Thomas 

Smith, Sarah 

Saxe, Nathaniel 

Snow, Rebecca 

Shin, Lucas 

Son, Youh 



JUNIORS 
UM Of 

Wiggins, Ashton Winchip, Chungmin Wolfgang, Sarah Womack, Rebekah 



Junioryear u/as a huge stepping stone andJ've made friends J'ff 
never forget" ~ Seah Thompson 

Junior Cfass Secretary 

Woo, Soo 
\n ^ T 
Wright, Joshua Yeung, Chelsea York, Mica 

Yu, Christine 

Toledo, Christine 



Best Smile Most Spirited Rryanna CAufjsLin 
C\J Schheslcider 

nson 

Most Athletic Tomhva SXkinbayo 
ItLannah Swafford 

JAngeCs 'Roman 
Richard 'McDonald Class Rebel 



nut©1 



Allen, Carson Archer, Austin Bae, Grace 

Bierman, Kaitlynn 

Blakley, Preston Bittner, Ryan Birrenkott, Molly 

SOPHOMORES 
tlM % 

Barrington, Ayumi Bell, Tybrisha Bellamy, Nakia 

Boozer-Lockridge, Forrest 



c77t/<sj/xa/*-/a& Zce/t oeaZẐ fu/v/ ZT'mmyot/ty to miss aZZtZm neiihfrlesicZs ZẐ oe 
macZo mZm moo t Zc Zcrc //est s/csrr. " 

— Z'Z'soZc/Z (.Z?/(Z/Zc 
' JofeZtomoro CZZass Wtce> ZZcres/cZeo/ 

Bronker, Alexander Brown, Andrew Brownell, Bradyn Bruch, Tim 

Cho, Ashley 

0 
lift 

Catineau, William 

Bryd, Briana Campbell, Victoria Butts, Kenneth Carlisle, Jaonna 

Chapa, Austin Chan, Matt 



SOPHOMORES 
UM Of S6IS 

Choe, Veronica Choi, Boyoung Choi, Da Hye Chon, Matthew 

Chong, David Chong, Kenny Courchene, Andre Cruz-Mendez, Kamilah 

Curry, Sean Daileg, Angelica De Leon, Dalila Dean, David 



" jofeAomoroĵ ear u>a& a //fe eafeerience*." 
— .y(e /xi/i f/((fre/// 

Hacklander, Andrew Hardy, Aeran Harrison, Raven 

Ehhnger, Jonathan Farkas, Kaitlin Florencio, Elliot 

Greer, Annabella 

Greenhaw, Emily 

Hathaway, Brian Hentges, Alexander Higgins, Michelle 



SOPHOMORES 
t(M 20/3 

Ingram, Siarria Hunter, Kayli Hoyle, Devon Hopskins, Aquilo 

Janey, Andrew Jackson, Z'Larius 

Jones, Nicholas Jones, Deidre Jones, Daniel Jasper, Kaylice 

Kim, Estelle Kendricks, Wynton Kendall, Brandi 

James, Cydney Jacobs, James 



" ayooc///me /'//////m(/ tracA (Au&year." 
— (J)aAo/a Q)ey/{/w 

Kim, Benjamin Kim, Grace 

Koch, Justin Krebill, Jasmine 

Lee, Andrew Lee, Brandon Lee, Jonathan 

Kuykendall, Erica Lampkin, Quenton 

m Kim, Soo Jin 



Lycan, Steven 

McQueen, Tanner Maximo, Patrice Mason, Anthony Mason, Jazmyn 

Merritt, Samantha Merritt, Cassandra Mercado, Joey Mendioia, Dennielle 

Naputi, Sarah Moye, Khalil Mohn, Jada Miller, Samantha 

SOPHOMORES 
tiU Of 

Lundy, Ryan Leisire, Elizabeth Liu, Jamie 



Nelson, Hannah Nubine, Eddy Pak-Blyniuk, Christa 

mm 
Park, Aaron Park, Christine Perkins, Mecca Porter, Christopher 

Quaschnick, Alex Rainer, Morgan Rainville, Sunny Riehle, Elizabeth 

3fe<UKis aery exciti/iy, • (//i'a/v/ec/a/o/, a//c/feeofe/e sfofefiec/beati/iy me u/j . " 

— r Jo/omo/t &rac//ey 

Rivera, Matthew Robertson, Cody Rodriguez, Corey Rosenblatt, Nathan 



SOPHOMORES 
tlM fff 20/S 

Sanders, Angelica Scarpinito, Robert 
if 

Schaub, Jared Seo, Chihye 

Shin, Daniel Shirley, Michael Shubert, Jessica Stayt, Daniel 

Stoffa, Alexander Stubbert, Ellyn Suh, Lance Swafford, Justin 

Thomas, Brennan Swain, Justin 



' ̂ o/et ne/ajruvic/s, u/e/it to f7c/r o as/, asul/e/Ztsi /ooofor t/e /si tare- so 

, '/zoo/////say it coas aftre/lz/a/oo////ear. " 

- Qfi/yao M. 

Toledo, Pietro Tooley, Christopher Voelker, David Wade, Raekwon 

Walden, Adam Watts, Kenneth Weatherspoon, Kiafaja Wharton, Seandell 

White, Tyrend Workman, Joseph Williams, Devyon Williams, Keonte' 



SOPHOMORES 
UM 6f 2 m 



Photographic Art by Jasmine Krebill 



FRESHMAN 
tlM Of 20!<i 

Akinbayo, Oluwemimo Agustin, Shanyle Abbott, Brice Allen, Jhermel 

Arnold, Henry Allen, Kianna Ashbaugh, Steven Bailey, Patria 

Belanger, Alexander Bialke, Alexander Begonia, Jerico Barisch, Rachael 



"Sie/si// treasurer ohm rot o/i/ufasv, 
/jo/ a (//'co/ /ca/'/(//(/ cxfterie//ce. " - A7re/i& yffoAriAo 

Black, Kaylah Bockman, Mariah Bowens, Alexander 
U 

Bradley, Solomon 

Bright, Mattua Bronkar, Lakin 

Cabbagestalk, Zuri Callaghan, Benjamin Castro, Kristoffer Carr, Kierra 

Brown, Tasauna 



FRESHMAN 
U M O f  2 0 / ( i  

Choi, Jeanie Chang, Raymond Chan, Jennifer Choi, Allen 

Chung, Esther Chong, Hannah Choi, Sungyoung 

Cote, David Costello, Song Cole, Leeanne Clark, Andrew 

Cruz, Dewin Dahl, Ashley Dominguez, Zachary Dunn, Jessica 



" ̂ 77/6yearfle/v-/w,, 6u& /adfam 
- '  !//(///<'// Ma/ui/us 

Eugene, Anthony F igueroa, Ivanshak Elliott, Mark Flemister, Brandy 

Foehrkolb, Derek 

Ganzhina, Regina Gilbert, Andrew Givens, Robert 

Greensage, Zackary Haack, Michael Glasser, James 

Fumer, Devin Galvan, Fabiano 

i 
Han, Jenny 



FRESHMAN am % 2m 

Harkness, Dajana 

Henderson, Pamela Herbin, Ja'Lan Herman, Hiroto 

Harris, Nathan 

Hill, Madison 

> I 

1 ijg 
Henderson, Carl 

Jackson-Williams, 
Sa-Ha-Na 

Holmes, Brandy 

Hayden, Christina 

Jackson, Brenna 

Holmes, Clarissa 

Jackson, Amanda 

Husak, lyier 



Ac///(/ a < zfire&A/ria/z is easier- l/aa , (7/(rc/ exfteclec/. " 
- 6/ar/alte < fac/caee/s 

Jones, James 

Ji, Daniel 

Kamae, Alison 

Johnson, Alexandria 

Justice, Andrew 

Kang, Edward Khamsoi, Tyler Kim, Alexis 

Kim, Hannah Kim, Heather 



FRESHMAN 
UM Of 20l<i 

King, Zachrian Kim, Jonathan 

Kloeker, Jared Kwon, Nathaniel Ko, Sengyeon Koshi, Elliott 

Lang, Hannah Lavergne, Amber Lee, Frederick 

Lee, Timothy Lee, Deborah Lee, Grace 



"< //'csZa//a////car Zay Zee/i /raZZaf///? caiclaiac/i /nc 
somcajrcat memo/ves. " 

-(Z/OAVC « V////VC 

Malenky, Irene Lvos, Alexander 

Lindstorm, John 

Malauulu, Sidney 

Luce, Emily 

Maldonado, Emerald 

Lee, Jason 

rf' I 
Lutes, Arik 

Mcmahan, Young Mcnutt, Kaitlynne 
i i 

Mendonsa, Trent 

Mitchell, Megan Miyagi, Aaron Miller, Alexis Mitchell, Charles 



FRESHMAN am <% 2m 

u a y L 
Morris, Catherine 

Pang, Daeun 

Naputi, Hannah Nascimento, Joshua 

Park, David Park, Jacob 

Paulk, Monica Pegues, Justin Penn, Omar 

Neaverth, Michael 

Patton, Desmond 

Olds, Emma 



k\77w fwx/er̂ ow zoo/'/, t/e /tetter tAê /zeu/esj/ourprt, 
t/ie mo/e AacA amAfreee/o/ri acne Aaoe. " 

- *Aareel f/A/o eAer 

Porter, Johnathan Roberts, Victoria Robinson, Addison 

Scales, Angel Rodriguez, Randolf Rosario-Murillo, Jonathan Schlueter, Kirsten 

Shaw, Cora 

Soriano, Kaytlan 

Shin, Youngju Shin, Ji Yoon 

Sparks, Benjamin Spillman, Jeani Smith, Deja 



FRESHMAN 
UM $ 

Styles, Frederick 

Stanley, Caleb Steinberger, Aubrey Still, Tiffany 

Stoy, Jeremy Sudweeks, Charlotte 

Stoll, John 

Tucker, Darris Toney, Roberts 

Weekes, Hollye 

Walk, Nicole Waller, Joseph 

t / 
Swafford, Louis 

Wendling, Joseph Wentzel, Stephanie 

* / 
L__i 
Westbrook, Joseph 



i 
White, Danari Wiemken, Mi-Young Wilde, Quintin Williams, Alexis 

Yee, Daniel 

Williams, Tristan 

Yu, Ji Hyon 

Williams, Alexis 

Yeom, Daeun 

Yae, Jung Yang, Erika 

Yoder, Erin Yoon, Jiyeon 



June Wilkins 

Career Technical Education 

Bradley McMurray Josephine Panciera 

Richard Schlueter 

Faithful Carter 

Kim Smaw Kristopher Kwiatek 



"I like a teacher who gives you something to 
take home to think about besides homework." 

~ LILY TOMLIN 

P.E. & Health 

Pamela Geroge Julian Harden Dennis Hilgar 

Science 

Lori Rodgers 

David Cullen Scott Bittner 

Ken Walker John Malone Paul Sidoff 



Billy Ratcliff Randall Sangalli 

Language Arts & Social Studies 

Christopher Dickinson Denine Bratcher David Clausen 

Kimberly Hicks Rosanne Helm Donald Hedgepath Julian Gudger 

Karen Muller Michael Kennedy Thomas Johnston Francine Imrie 



Mathematics 

World Languages 



Support Personnel 

Hillary Brinson 

Marilyn Koprowski 

onique Lambert 

Lisa Westlake 

Left: Kristen Wolf 
Right: Myong Sim Yi 

son 
I 

ortner 



Fine Arts 

Lakisha Hudson 

Counselors 

Irene Lee 

Rydell Wilkins Robert Victoria 

Resources 

shley Guevara 

Specialists 

i 
Percy Wunderlic"h orris 



It is indeed a pleasure to work with 
idlthe 

lebeoui American High 
School sUidentsTT^arentsanath Yongsan Garrison command 
and community. I am very glad to be a resident of the metropoli-1 
tan Seoul community. The city is a vibrant place to live and work 
and offers many varied cultural experiences. I will always fondly 
remember the students of SAHS. Fo r those who are leaving us due 
to a PCS or graduation, I wish you the very best in life 

ilcons. 

now i 
; of fine arts, and your 

aid you farewell with 
"pride and affection. In my 

few months of being here I have come to know 
your unique characteristics, accomplishments and 1 
School is the best. It is because of your spirit, intellect! 
teachers. The senior class will pass on this same legacy to the rest of the ftudent I 
One of our objectives has been to build in you an unwavering appreciation of andHloyalty to 1 

Rvalues upon which our nation stands. Our emphasis has always been to develop® you the necesst 
lyou will need for a sound educational foundation. Your foundation will not only serve you well in 
•for higher education, if that is your goal, but will be of advantage to you in all <®|ouMfe pursm 

• Each of your teachers has taught you that education is the key to life and the 
tributed and influenced your intellectual, social and emotional growth. With | 
library carry on the tradition of Falcon pride. I 

•er. • 
ols in your educa 
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evidence, 





MOTIVATING YOUNG PEOPLE 
TO BECOME BETTER CITIZENS 

IEADQUARTERS 
CHARLES ALLEN, ALISA AUBERT, SHANYLE AGUSTIN. 
MATTHEW BRUHNKE. ASHLEY BUTLER, 
WILLIAM CAT.INEAU. DANIEL DUNCAN, ALEX ANDER EVANS, 
REGINAGANZHINA, CARL HENDERSON, KOLYN HILL, 
TAVERES HOLMES, DANIELLE IRLMEIER. JAZZMONE 
JONES, JEONG KIM, JOSHUA KIM. KYU-JEAN KIM, SANG 
KIM, ZACHRIAN KING, ERICA KUYKE NDALL, STEVEN 
LYCAN. ASHLEY MILBURN, DANIEL NELSON, 
HECTOR QUINONES, ELIZAVETA ROMANOVA. 
GAVINO SCHREIBER, JI-YOON SHIN 

ALPHA 

BRAVO 

JERICO BEGONIA, JORDAN ELLIOT, VANE 
NATHAN HARRIS, ELLEN IBARRA, Yoo-N jT! 
JOHN KLOEKER. EMILY LANG, ANDREWS 
SWAIN, ANDY WEBBER, HANNAH YU 

FRANKEN, 

CHARUE 

TASAUNA BROWN, KIERRA CARR, JOS HUA DECASTRO, 
.MARQUEL DENKINS. CASEY DONOVAN. JEREMY JO NES. 
ALEXIS KIM. JASMINE KREBILL. LEON MCG|LL, 
.CATHERINE MORRIS. NATHAN ROSENBLATT, PAUL SHIN 
RTSN/EL, STAYT, CHRISTOPHER TOOLEY, LEVI TRAVIS 

BRYANNAYI<5YSJ«H. LEKANNF. COLE. 
ELLIOT FLORENCIO, DAI GANG, ROB 

SALLY LEE, SHAN^'M ALAUU LU. SRIEI 
KlAFAJA WEA^IEftSPOO}?'' • 2 ' 

-KIM; 
ILJ^WON, 



.STEVEN ASHBAUGH, TYLER CANDEE, ANDRE COUR CHENE. 
-ELIZABETH DAVIS. DAPHNAE FEEZELL, 
JONATHAN GRAHAM, AQUILO HOSKINS, CHANTE HUDSON. 

•TYLER HUSAK, KAY LICE JASPER. DANIEL JONES, 
[DEIDRE JONES, BRANDI KENDELL, JONATHAN KRAMER . 
[CHELSEA YEUNG, ADAMYI. LUCAS SHIN. 
IHANNAH SWAFFORD. VANESSA TAKEMOTO, 
>CHAE-WON MOON. KHALIL MOYE, MATTHE W RIVER A 

•TOMIWA AKINBAYO. RACHAEL BARISICH, 
^ALAINA BONNER. TIARA BRIGHT, PARRISH BROWN, 
'ZURI CABBAGESTALK, ANTHONY CATINEAU, 
JUSTIN CHOI, DAVID CHONG. BRITTAN^ DAVIS, 
DANA DAVENPORT. M ARA KAGAWA. JOO KIM. J 
JALIL MARSHALL-JUSTIN OUTTEN. 
STEPHANIE PINKSTON*ROBERT RHEA. MICHAEL 
RIVERA. BRANDON ROSEBO ROUGH, SARAH SMITH. 
EUGENE STAYT, ROBERT TONEY, ERIC WALKER 

GOLF 
MATTUA BRIGHT,KALEB BROWN. JAMILA FORGE, 
ELIZABETH GLEAVES, ROBERT HESTER, "•''T 
ALEXANDRIA JOHNSON, BRUCE-ANTHONY JORDAN. 
ZE-ONDA KING. TIPHANY REED, JOHNATHAN RODRIGUEZ. 
RAEKWON WADE 

! SHANEBLEVINS, JESSICA BRUCH. JNEQUA 
[ GEORD^-CI^GTQ^MGLB HORTON, 
[_SlARRA ]NGI?A?5I, DO FTCSTHY KREBILL. 
[DAYSIA KUYKENDALL. DIANNA L AXTON. 
I WILSON LUCERO, ALEXANDER SCHAEEER, 
j ALE XANDER SIDOFF, TIFFANY STILL 



Standing correctly in formation, Elizabeth Gleaves 
(12) waitsto be inspected. 

Finding something wrong with a cadet's uniform. Sergeant Horton 
as Dennis Flan (12) takes notes. 

Listening to Sergeant Florton, Johathan 
points for a dirty brass pin. 

Staring with a look of determination, Robert Flester (11) awaits his inspection. 

Standing proud, Mark Elliot (9) takes an 
egg to the face. 

"I feel that JROTC is a great 
learning and growing 

experience from every aspect 
and I always look foward to 
accomplishing something 

for the battalion." 
-Angels Roman (11) 

Stirring the grog bowl, Alex Evans (12), and Devontae 
Hoffman (12) prepare the drink for the event. 



••• 

^ARV? 

The Junior Reserve Officer Training 
Corps is a program designed to 
motivate young people to become 
better citizens. Seoul American JROTC 
has been a great tradition for many 
years, but it is said to be even better 
this year thanks to the work of the 
dedicated instructors, such as Colonel 
Mateer, SGT Horton, and SGT 
Henderson. This year, they started with 
191 students who participated in 
JROTC, which is approximately one 
third of the entire student body at 
SAHS. At rifle team fareast this last fall, 
Seoul American competed against 
other Navy Marines and Army JROTCs. 
SAHS ended with third place, but was 
only two points away from beating the 
Marine School, MC Perry, for second. It 
has been a very successful year for, 
JROTC. Those who participate in the 
class are able to choose from a wide 
variety of activities such as saber team, 
rifle team, color guard, and drill team. 
As students enter the program 
open-minded, they leave with 
memories that last forever. 

Standing with the saber team at the homecoming game, Gerta Rehfeld (12) 
proudly holds her head high. 

Waiting 
for their food 
to arrive, 
Chungmin 
Winchip (11) 
and Alisa 
Aubart (12) 
smile for 
the camera. 

( 

After di 
from th 
horrid c 
bowl, J< 
Elliot (1 
a hard 1 
swallov 
down. 

Joined 
together as 
one, the 
JROTC 
community 
including 
parents and 
teachers, 
stand for 
the grog 
ceremony. 

Adding to 
the mixture, 
Alex Evans 
(12) dumps 
kim-chi into 
the bowl. 



r FROM THE HEAR 

AJ WALLER INTERVIEW 

When did you first become interested in art? 
'When I was a kid I started watching Star Wars and began 

to draw the characters." 

What's your favorite medium? Why? 
Pencil because it's easy and i don't like drawing with 

colors." 

Do you hope to make an occupation of your talent? 
"No, it's just kind of for fun." 

The artwork that you're most proud of? 
"I really like this drawing I did of Jay-Z." 





T>i 

Q: What's your favorite instrument? 
A: It is hard to choose. 

Q: How long have you been teaching strings? 
A: I have been teaching strings for about 12 years. 

Q: What's the biggest reward from teaching music? 
A: Well, there are several rewards. One is noticing 

the progressions of students with their instruments. 
Another is to see my students perform well in concerts. 
Q: How long have you been teaching music? 
A: I have been teaching music for a total 34 years. 

i 

After a brilliant 
performance, the 
Strings band celebrate 
for a commemorative 
photo. 

Returning to SAHS 
Strings for the third 
time, Vivian Park (11) 
uses her experience 
to lead the other 
Violaists as their 
sectional leader. 



No matter what people say, Justin Han (12) and 
Zachary Rodriguez (12) prove that violins do 
have class. 

STRJN 

Both excellent violinists, Lucas Shin (11) and Bo Choi (10) 
compete to see who can make the better music. 

Though she is the only bass, Carolina 
Arboledo (11) produces a beautiful solo 
for the crowd to admire. 

Decking the halls with music, the strings bring holiday spirit thoughout Coordinating the show, Mrs. Lee has the biggest responsibility with keeping all 
the Christmas Concert. of the strings in perfect symphony. 

Justin Han. Zachary Rodriguez, Katie Chung, Lucas Shin, Bo Choi. Emily Greenhaw, Jane Vivian Park, ju]ie yim antj Alison Kamae 
Kim, Hannah Kim, Sung Choi, Grace Lee, Hannah Naputi, Erika Yang, Esther Chung, Carl Henderson, Bass* 

Heather Kim, Theresa Davis, Alexis Miller, Jacob Park, Aaron Miyagi, Joshua Noscrimento, and Juliana Kim 
Joseph Waller, and Yun Park Carolina Arboledo 



Dancing to Jingle Bell Rock , Julie Kim (10) 
Lance Suh (10), and Briana Byrd (10)^^^ 
finish off with a blast. 

Presenting their Christmas spirit, 
Ken Chong (11) and Dewayne Ken 
dricks (12) wear Santa hats for the 
concert. 

Singing "Silent Night" at the winter concert, Marina Pavek (11) and 
Jessica Bruch (12) showcase their graceful talent. 

Before rehersing their new songs, Dajana Harkness (9), Leah 
Thompson (11), and Melena Ritualo (11) loosen up by giving 
each other a nice back massage. 

Snapping to the rhythm of 
"Gondoliers," Chante Hudson (12) and 
Tyler Thanat (9) get into the groove of 
the New Year. 

Properly dressed in 
their spiffy attire, 
Show Choir's Kevin 
Yim (12), Soon Kwon 
(12), and Jason Liu 
(12) join Beginning 
Choir in flawless 
harmony. 

Celebrating their great success, Aaron 
Park(10)Jessica Bruch (12), Quinton 
Wilde (9), and Elizabeth Henderson (12) 
dance to Tammy Garman's (11) 
choreographed dance. 



SHOW CHOIR 
BEGINNING/ADVANCED CHOIR 

BEGINNING/ADVANCED CHOIR 

SHOW CHOIR 

JOSHUA KIM (12)  AUTU MN POPLAWSK I (9 )  
0: What's the hardest thing about choir? Q: What's the hardest thing about choir? 
A: Accepting my voice. A: Since I have P .E before choir, my voice is tired. 
Q: What inspired you to join choir? Q: What inspired you to join choir? 
A: I just ne eded a class at first, but it's really fun! A: I h ave been doing choir ever since I w as a kid. 
0: What's the best thing you've done so far? Q: What's the best thing you've done so far? 
A: Everything's fun! A: Winter Night Concert, it was amazing! 



EW1 SPAN 

You can always find a Wingspan reporter attending school 
events, such as Taewoo Lee (11) covering a basketball game. 

Grading some papers, every article that is published gets read by 
Clausen for errors that are always found. 

Four times a year a special occasion 
sweeps across the school, and each student 
can be seen reading the same thing during 
seminar. The Wingspan is a student developed 
newspaper that is created during the B2 
Jounalism class, taught by David Clausen. 

The students are taught in the first quarter 
how to write cohesive articles, and a few 
students are chosen as section editors who 
layout the paper. 

These editors were sent to Japan where 
they competed in the Far East Joumali 
Conference, where Wingspan gained 
two awards, both Best of Pacific and 
Peoples Choice. 

The Wingspan is always open to 
new people, so join next year! 

THE WINGSPAN 

i! Q 
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American High School Wingspan! 



Journalism 

Being a productive journalist, Gloria Patterson (12) jots 
down some notes for reference later. 

WHAT DOES IT MEAN 
TO B E A MEMBER OF 

THE WINGSPAN S TAFF? 
Being a member of tke Wingspan staff 

means keeping up witk all tke 
kappenings of tke sckool, and 
translating it into a 
east) for students in 
to pick up a paper 
and read about it. 

-Peter O Grady (12) 

Winqtpfrn fives to AfH 
LEFT: "If you want my autograph, you just need to ask for it," 
states Specialist Johnson, as he shows the Wingspan staff how to 
record the "Falcon Flashes" that are on AFN radio. 

BOTTOM LEFT: Entering words into the teleprompter, Sean 
Conolly (11) sets up for another episode of "The Falcon Fly-By". 

BELOW: Posing for the cameras, Taewoo Lee (11) gets a feel for 
being on television as the rest of the Wingspan staff watch. 



Capturing a moment for the camera, 
Wayne Magee (12) takes a picture of 
the yearbook editors. 

The People Page editors HyunToves (11) and Katy Cody 
(12) smile brightly as they show off our new Macs. 

Yearbook Staff (Left to Right) 

Back Row: Jonathan Kramer (11), Roger Janes 
(12), Gregory Morris (12), Tomiwa Akinbayo 
(11), Mr. McMurray (sponsor), Jordan Scott (12), 
Zachary Rodriguez (12) 

Middle Row: Destinee Harrison (12), Diamond 
Person (12),Colton Heckerl (12), Larissa Arnold 
(12), Joshua Hacklander (12), Jonathan Ehlinger 
(10), Hyun Toves (11), Lindsey Calloway (11), 
Peter O'Grady (12) 

Front Row: Katy Cody (12), Travis Higgs (11), 
Marina Pavek (11), Alexandra Barnes (12), 
Kelsey Curley (12), Katie Darby (12), Dewayne 
Kendricks (12), Wayne Magee (12), Becky 
Womack (11) 



1. During spirit week, Jonathan Ehlinger (10) gets a picture of 
his own "tackiness" during the celebration. 

2. As she directs students to pose for the sibilings page, 
Larissa Arnold (12) gets ready to take the shot. 

3. While monitoring the staff's work, Senior Editor Alexandra 
Barnes (12) aides Diamond Person (12) in finalizing her layout. 

What is yearbook? Yearbook is the glue that holds the 
school together. Yearbook is the stories you share with 
your parents and children, to show that you were "hip" in 
high school. Yearbook is what makes you think, "I can't 
believe I thought that was cool!" Ask anyone on the staff 
and they will tell you that yearbook is about keeping 
memories alive. These hard-working students spend 
many seminars and Saturdays, just to perfect the image 
that is SAHS. Every sale day, every hour working, and 
every key typed is so you can look back at your amazing 
high school experience. From the first day of school, until 
it hits the printer, these students work restlessly to make 
the perfect yearbook. But in the end, it is all worth it! So 
what is yearbook...yearbook is the element that makes 
you proud to be a student of SAHS! 

In a quiet moment Roger Janes (12) critiques and edits the staffs 
layouts.Nothing escapes Roger's keen eye. 

Fixing her Fashion Club layout, Kelsey Curley (12) focuses deeply on 
how to make it perfect. 

Returning Veterans 



I? p l> c FROM AROUND THE WORLD! 
Living in a foreign country puts us in a 

huge disadvantage Or so people think 
However, through the magic of world 
languages, we here at SAHS can decipher 
what looks like weird symbols to some 
people into intelligible language to us. 

Many languages are offered here at 
SAHS, including Korean, Chinese, 
German, French, and Spanish There are 
many different languages due to the 
foreign environment, with SAHS getting 
students from across the globe such as 
Germany and France. 

Even with the lack of some languages 
here, there are still clubs with that 
languages culture in mind, such as 
Japanese club The inclusion of these type 
of clubs are expanding the mindset here at 
SAHS, giving the students more languages 
to understand and broadening their 
knowledge of the world. 

(Above): Working together as a group to translate Chinese, the 
students get the dasswork done even faster. 
(Below): Carefully listening to the teacher, Kim Hargrave (12), waits 
for instructions for the homework. 



Scolding a student for 
speaking English, Mr. 
Schmidt waves his pen as 
a warning. 

(Above): Shuffling through his papers, Matthew Rivera (10) 
searches for his homework as Sean Curry (10) reviews his. 
(Below): Studying for his upcoming quiz, John Lindstorm (9) looks 
over his French Words. 

'Conversing in class, Lonaye Johnsom.1 
Feezell (11), practice their French pitrai 



Language Arts 

Keeping up with Clausen 

I think that because I teach 
writing classes, I get to see what my 
students reveal in their writing. 

Equally, each is dependent upon the other, 
but if forced to choose, writing. 

19 minutes by Jodie Picoult. It's a good story 
about a student who is victimized by his peers, 

Yes. I feel more of my students actually come 
back and feel almost overprepared and they 

often thank me for it. 

0\ctoos°r> 1 

ssss Reading from 
a set of 

informational 
worksheets, 



S-fosf finishh 
tneirstory, 
Th°mas Kim ( 

ar>d John Jin a 
Work together 
to construct a 

summary. 
face, showin 

lea'bookm 
h°w much fj 
0Ves to readi 

1. Soaking up some good 
literature, Solomon Bradley (9) 
makes good use of his 
reading glasses. 

in order to finish up 
some reading and 

complete their 
assignment. 

Normally they 
are the 

chattiest of friends 

3. Refraining 
from striking up a 

conversation, 
Frederick Lee (9) 

and 
John Lindstorm (9) 

concentrate 

6. Brainstorming at the computer, 
Hyun Toves (11) tries to think 
of the perfect opening 
line for his essay. 

humorous 
anecdote, Nicole 
Walk (9) and Ashley 

Milburn (12) enjoy 
reading from the 

textbook. 



Interview with sophomore Benji Kim 
YB: What math class are you taking this year? J 
BK: I'm taking Pre-Cal with Mr. Eades. 

YB: What is your favorite part of math? 
BK: When you start to understand everything 
and things start getting really easy. 

YB:Do you enjoy your teacher's style? 
BK: No. I like interactive math work and 
more hands-on type things. Not 
bookwork. 

YB: How important do 
you feel math is? 
BK: It's very important 
to me because I think I 
will be in a profession that 
uses some form of math. 

1. Taking a chance to 
show the class his math 
skills, Sam Imrie (11) 
writes out his work on 
the board. 

S. Trying to memorize 
formulas and equations 
Omar Penn (9) checks 
his work with Ms. Park. 

6. Never losing focus 
on his algebra, Jeremy 
Rogers (11) keeps 
studying to stay on top. 

jj^m* 2- Solving a tough 
• test question, 

Julian Hoover (11) 
deals with fractions. 

4. Completing a long problem 
involving functions and • 
graphing, Christine Mahana(ll) ( 
exudes confidence with two 
thumbs-up. jj If 

7. Ms. Espiritu gives 
directions on a 
math shortcut that 
will make life easier 
for her students. 



Ms. Park teaches 
her very attentative 
Alegbra 2 class Co
efficients 
(left) 

Attempting to un
derstand the 
dreary rules of cal 
cuius Sarah Harfis 
(11) focuses on tB 
camera (below) 

1. Working together to check 
their answers,William Franklin(11 
Jae Kim (11), and Josh Kim (12) ' 
get the job done. 

2. "This, is a square!" explains 
Mr. Fracker to his new students. 
This lesson was especially 
lively and exciting. 

3. Filling in the final answer, 
Corey, Rodriguez (10) is eager 
to move on to the next questionS*^^ 

4. In between solving some serious al
gebra, Luke Dinges (11) strikes a pose/ 
to make up for Amber Lavergne's (9f 

(CoorBplete lack of phptogrpahicBense 

'.Julie Kim (10) and VeronT 
fewlyflea/ned formulas TBI 

p (10) apply 
notes to a 

6J#o one makes the whitrno!MIJnore 
Jnteiesliia than Mr. Hatchett, exhibiting his 
math prowess to his Algebra class. 

Happily workii 



Explaining his point, Mr. Dickinson stresses the differences between Native American and slave mistreatment. 

Above: Sometimes History isn't always studied in a 
Cha (12) puts together a presentation for his History 

Above Right: Maintaining a very organized binder is 
surviving Ms. Helm's Honors class, as Nicholas Jones 

Right: Being excited about learning is half the battle! 
more happy than Joe Riehle (11), as he studies AP US 



Interview with 
M organ .ainer 

YB: Why do you like history? 
MR: I like it because it is interesting and I learn a I 

YB: Who is your favorite historical figure? 
MR: Definitely Napoleon Bonaparte, he was a gri 
leader and he got what he wanted. 

YB: Do you think history should be taught in classes? 
MR: Yes, so we can learn about the past to not make 
the same mistakes in the future. 

2. Diligently working, David Chong (10), Molly Birrenkott (10), 
and Mecca Perkins (10) team up to finish their National History 
Project. 

3. Trying to get some work in before class starts, Shantierra 
Valentine (11) rushes to finish her homework. 

4. Watching their teachers lecture, William Gordon (11) and Alyse 
Gurak (11) reflect on America's history. 

1. Drawing on the board to illustrate his point, Justin Outten (10) 
explains to Nathan Rosenblatt (10) and Levi Travis (10) the 
importance of history. 



NOTHING BLAND ABOUT THE SAHS BAND 

Taking an unorthodox 
approach to playing the 
bass clarinet, Leah 
Thompson (11), makes it 
work. 

Multi-tasking by wetting 
her reed, and making the 
nessicary adjustments to 
her clarinet, Anna Kim (11), 
maxmizes her tone. music. 

Smiling for the camera, 
Synnora Patterson (11), 
takes a break from a hard 
day's work at band class. 

Concentrating intently on 
his music sheet, William 
Franklin (11), gets lost in 
the wonderful world of 



Leading the low brass in an impressive showing at a Humphrey's 
American Elementary School, tromboner, Ghungmin Winchip (11), 

demonstrates proper playing technique to the kids. 

After playing their fingers to the bone, the trumpet section of 
advanced band, puts the remainder of their energy and will-power 

into playing the final songs for the children. 

This year proved to be a very sue 
for the SAHS band's endeavours and 

lO ̂ Be combination of seasoned 
newcomers, who proved themselves to be a 
great asset, lead to the succuess and high 
of playing abilites of all three band classes. The 
beginning band made great strides forward, 
starting from nothing, and advancing into a 
euphonious collection of talented musicians. 

AI The intermediate band proved that great 
advancement can be made in one year's time, 
returning better than ever. The musicians took 
what they learned from beginning band, and 
applied those skills to master their instruments. 

JI Last, but certainly not least, the advanced band 
has once again blown away the expectations 
bestowed upon them, and came together to 
produce the most talented group of musicians in 
the Pacific. The skillful techniques of 
instumentalists such as Ghungmin Winchip 
(11), coupled with experienced talents such as 
Ben Cohen (11), who arrived at SAHS to add 
their skill to the already thriving band. 

(Alphabetical order) Steven Ashbaugh, Grace Bae, Rika Bailey, Ryan Bittner, Lauren Branch, Jennifer Chan, Yun Kyong Chin, Ashley Cho, 
Veronica Choe, Peter Chu, Benjamin Cohen, Mackenzie Donoghue. Kaitlin Farkas, William Franklin, Annabella Greer, Andrew Hacklander, 
Lenette Haliburton, ElizabethHenderson, Hiroto Herman, Michelle Higgins, Daniel Ji, Louis Ji, Jennifer Joh, Ji Jung, Anna Kim, Benjamin Kim, Estelle 
Kim, Grace Kim, Jennifer Kim, Kyu-Jean Kim, Minji Kim, Peter Kim, Sang Kim, Sarah Kim, Elliott Koshi, Amber Lavergne, Bo Eun Lee, Frederick Lee, 
John Lindstrom, Jamie Liu, Jason Liu, Yong McMahan, Chae Won Moon, Joshua Moon, Gregory Morris, Simon Nutter, Christa Pak-Blyzniuk, 
Christine Park, Natasha Parker, Synnora Peterson, Christine Puthoff, Christian Quismundo, Morgan Rainer, Elizabeth Riehle, Melena Ritualo, 
Yoli-Annite Rodriguez, NathanRosenblatt, Angelica Sanders, John Stoll, Justin Swafford, Leah Thompson, Chungmin Winchip, Jasmine Zemlin 
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3. Analyzing the 
theory of gravity, 
Julian Shak (9) 
takes thorough 

notes. 

Malone 1 
* shows how 
•Jk big spacei •ning 
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pS 3. Irene 

w ** Malenky (9) 
finishes up 

her worksheet 
in Mr. Bittner's 

Biology class. 

4. Smiling about science, 
Mr. Sidoff quietly ponders 

his own biological 
identity. 



1. Applying their knowledge 
of a cat's body, 
Alaina Bonner (12) 
and Chong Lee (11) 
make precise 
incisions •v » 

2. Making sure they don't make 
a costly mistake, Tyrone Beckem(12) 
and Raven Harris (11) follow instructions. 

4. Pointing out the finer things in Chemistry, 
Mr, Walker teaches without fault. 

3. Precisely adding drops to make the 
perfect formula, Helaman Ratta (11) 
takes full advantage of a fun lab. 

1. Stir it up! Dorothy Krebill (12) 
shakes up her concoction to 
find the PH balance of various 

chemicals. 

izGleaves(12) 
tailed'it with this 
Si- disectioi 

TO 



onditionm 

Carefully, Wayne Magee (12) spots LukeTravis (11) as he finishes his set. 

Students listen carefully as Coach Pak explains 
what Cadence push-ups are. 

Getting ready to bat, Darris Tucker (9) keeps his eye on the ball, 
lileDalila DeLeon (10) gets ready for the Ihif. 

fire, DeWayne Kendricks (12] 
though he wears a toga, i 

Staring with eyes 
pushes the bar eJ 



Holding the rope steady, Kathleen 
Darby (12) assists Jordan Elliott (12) as 

she climbs to the top. 

Wating for instructions, Darris Tucker (9) waits 
patiently while his partner Heather Kim (9) 

listens to Mr. Pak. 

Q: How Long have you been a P.E. Teacher? 
A: 8 Years 
Q: What is your favorite thing to do? 
A: Play unit sports activities, team sports, weight training and rock climbing. 
Q: What made you become a teacher? 
A: I play ed sports in school but didn't make it to the pro's. So, I figured to be a teacher 
because I li ke to do stuff outside and it would turn out to be a good transition. 
Q: What is your favorite sport? 
A: Football, Ice Hockey, and Soccer 
Q: What are your hobbies? 
A: Cooking, Cooking, Cooking and outdoor acitivities. 
I ha ve washed dishes more than 25,00 times. 
Q: I low's your resturant? 
A: I had a resturant. It was really small and alot of people came but now I'm 
looking for a bigger place. 
Q: What's your favorite class? 
A: Conditioning 

Reaching for the sky, Tim Ehlinger (11) and 
Devyn Williams (10), get ready to play frisbee while 
Jenna Jackson (11) struts toward the middle of the field. 



is where to J§£ 

As this young student applies his mentorship he 
received from Mr. Moulton, Eric Tarikas (12) fixes 
one of the school's faulty computers. 

Editing a motion picture of himself in 
video class, Luke Dinges (11) gives us a 
sneak peak at his blockbuster 

Stuffing the turkey with momentous strength, Kayla 
Crouch (11) fills the food with flavor as she receives the 
instructions from Ms. Carter 

Studying hard with stupendous knowledge, Emma Scholes (12) lin-
creases her vocabulary for the dreadful SAT. 

Examining the misuse of headphones Bryant McCray receives a warn
ing from Mr. Abbott 



Q. What do you do in career practicum? 

A. I chose this class before because I knew seniors 
before me and they also said they enjoyed it so I fig
ured I would try it out. 

Q. What is you favorite part of that class? 

A. My favorite part of this class is that we get no 
homework and I get too watch TV and actually do 
career like work. 

Learning how to check patient pulses Joshua Wright (11) and 
Jacqueline Neal (11) are tested by Ms. George. 

A. I am a teacher's aid for a middle school teacher. I 
help students learn how to use photoshop and other 
common computer programs. 

Q. Why did you choose this class? 

A. Yes, I've learned how job interviews worked and 
yes I highly recommend this class, but only when 
your a senior. 

Watching over an elementary school 
student as a teacher's aid, Judith Park 
(12) enjoy her career practicum job. 

Showing off her bag of tortilla chips, Jazmyn Mason (10) 
shows her enthusiasm of her delicious field trip snack. 

Q. Do you think this class will help you in the future 
and do you recommend other students to take this 
class? 

Posing his natural photogenic side, Michael Mascolo (11) loses 
focus on his video assignment. 

Asking for help, Raven Haynes (12) receives some friendly 
helpful tips from classmate Danielle Irlmeirer (12). 

Following absurd instructions from her 
video director, Lanette Haliburton (11) 
improvises and strikes pose. 



2. Browsing the web for information about his work, Brandon Davis 
(11) goes on Google, the number one reliable source. 

5. Calmly doing his homework, Nicholas'Jones (11) 
finishing touches to his Power Point presentation. 

4. Putting her AVID skills to work Michelle Higgins (10) takes vigor
ous notes. 

6. Working on his history assignment, Justin Swafford (10) 
concentrates to find an answer. 



Mr. Gudger 
Q: What should students expect from AVID? 
A: Students should expect tools to succeed in 
advanced courses. 

Q: How long have you've been working with AVID and 
what is your favorite part? 
A: I've been the elective teacher for AVID 
for two years. My favorite part are the discussions about 
life events. 

Q: Do you see improvements with your students since they 
first come to class to the day they leave for summer? 
A: Yes, definitely. I see im provements with 
organizational skills, confidence in publi c speaking, 
and self advocacy. 

Below: Sharing an earbud, Cassandra Merrit (10) and Michelle Higgins 
(10) listens to their class notes. 

Above: Smiling with satisfaction, Brandon Davis (11) finishes his 
assignments. 

Below: Working together with Mr. Gudger, Brandon Davis (11) learns 
new AVID techniques. 



Ml 

Junior Kayla Crouch (11) Preps a turkey for the Culinary Arts Thanksgiving dinner. 

Kolyn Hill (12), Chris Dunwoddy (12), Parrish Brown (12), Leilani Shak (12), Kayla Crouch (11), Tim Ehlinger (11), Chris Cousin (11), Lebrea lindsey (11), 
Audrey Ancheta (11), Jazmyn Mason (10), Devon Hoyle (10), and Ms. Carter 

"Laughter is brightest where food is best." 
-Irish Proverb 



RY ARTS 

(Top left) Jazmyn Mason (10) and Devon 
Hoyle (10) attend the 2011 Culinary Arts Far 
East Compitition to get a head start for next 
year. (Top Right) Kayla Crouch (11) and 
Devon Hoyle (10) put the finishing touches 
on their uniforms for compitition. (Bottom 
Left) Chris Dunwoody (12) enjoys his soup 
while inspecting the customer service at 
Fuji. 

Team members Leilani Shak (12), Chris Dunwoody (12), and Labrea Lind- Leilani Shak (12) and Lebrea Lindsey (11) present their Banana pudding 
sey (11) prep their food for the Thanksgiving feast. for presentation before the Thanksgiving feast. 



Singing to One Republic's "Apologize" 
l^evin Yim (12) and 

David Volker (10) 
>7 | harmonize smoothly. 

I8» , 



Looking cool and composed, Branden Lee (11) 
strums the bass guitar with confidence. 

Adding her soulful voice, Abery Justice (12) 
sings "Smells Like Teen Spirit" by Nirvana. 

Ready to show his skills, 'The Piano Man" 
Daniel Nelson (12) sits at the keyboard. 

What made you think of doing the Guitar Concert? 
"I came up with the idea of doing the GuitarTTl concert 
because I felt, after all the playing and practicing they do in 
the class, their hard work should be shown to everyone. The 
Guitar II class is the next level from regular Guitar I, from 
learning the scale and cords to learning songs and guitar 
solos. The purpose of the Guitar II class as explored from the 
concert, it's where you take the next step to becoming a 
actual performer. And these kids are on their way!" 

Like the "Three Musketeers of Music", Joe Riehle(ll), 
Branden Lee (11), and Adam Walden (10), relax the crowd with 
a melodic guitar instrumental. 

"We Like to MOVE IT!!" D rummer, David Volker (10),Singer, Jordan Scbtt (fc), 
Guitarist, Eric Laub (12), Bassist, Braden Walden (12), and Pianist, 
Daniel Nelson (12) gets the crowd fist-pumping in their seats. 
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Front Row: Jamie Liu (9), Bo Choi (10), Angel Lee (9), Kathy Pang (9), Alayna Pounds (12), 
Christine Toledo (11), Dana Davenport (12), Kelsey Curley (12) 

Back Row: Mackenzie Donnahue (10), Mr. Woodruff, Brenna Jackson (9), Christina Hayden (9), 
Jennifer Kim (12), Suvin Lee (12), Josh Kim (12) 

President: Jennifer Kim Vice President: Kelsey Curley 
Secretary: Dana Davenport Sponsor: Mr. Woodruff 

Right: 
Whie on a field trip 
to the Otelim 
Con temporary Art 
Musuem, best friends 
AJlie 0BrneiO2)and 
Jenny Kim (12) smie 
for the camera. 

Left 
Snocking on a cookie, 
Suvh Lee (12) and 
Danielle Irlmier 02) 
listen to the futue 
activities planned for 
the club. 

Above: 
PartientJy wafting for tb 
Fashion Club meeting t 
start. Josh Kim 0 20 t ak 
a sect while wortng for 
the other members to 





with Sean Conolly 

How long have you been 
playing chess? 

Since 7th grade. 

What got you interested in 
chess? 

A movie called Searching for Bobby 
Fisher. 

What's the best part of 
Chess? 

Its competitive and social. 

Why did you want to bring 
chess club to SAHS? 

Every school needs a chess club, so I 
made one. 

What are some tips for 
Chess players? 

STUDY. You can actually study 
chess, such as reading books. 

Any hopes for a Chess 
Tournament? 

There are hopes foranew KAIAC 
Chess tournament. 

Zach Rodriguez (12) Mr. Fracker Sean Conolly (11) PJ Curry (12) Hathaway (12) Aeran Hardy (10) Austin Chapa (10) 



ABOVE: Making his move, Alex Bialke (9) 
sets up for the eventual checkmate 
against his opponent. 

TOP RIGHT: Putting his finger to his 
mouth in contemplation, Mikael 
Rodriguez (12) plans his next move very 
carefully. 

LEFT: Planning his next move carefully. 
Chess club sponsor Mr. Fracker moves his 
pieces into place. 

RIGHT: Jacob Park (9) begins his game-
winning move, putting the opponent in 
a tough situation. 

BOTTOM RIGHT: Stuck in a tough spot, 
Austin Chapa (10) thinks of a solution to 
his problem. 

BOTTOM: Showing off his chess prowess, 
Mr. Yi's son is a grandmaster in the 
making. And he is only in 6th grade. 



Upstanding Members of Society 

Expressing his excitement and passion for helping, 
Max Kim (12) proudly poses with a brand new toy 
that will be donated to "Toys For Tots." 

Students dedicated their day to helping the less fortunate and donated their time and 
effort to a great cause. They bought and donated a large number of toys to the world 
renowned charity program, "Toys for Tots". (Left to right): Jean Kim (12), Amanda Ray 

(12), Max Kim (12), Judith Park (12), Alex Yang (12), Sean Connolly (11), Jacqueline 
Nguyen (12), and Katy Cody (12). 

Katy Cody 
NHS Member 

Q: What is NHS all about? 
A: We are all about volunteering and 

giving our time back to the community. 
Q: What is your favortite part of being a 
member? 

Determined to have her voice heard, 
Kim Hargrave (12) raises her hand 
during a NHS lunch meeting. 

A: I like that we all get to voice our 
opinions, and make ourselves be known. 
Q: What is your fondest memory of the 
past year in NHS? 

A: I liked when we all got together at 
the PX, and everyone made an effort to 
raise money. 
Q: What does it take to be a member?, ] 

A: High enough G.P.A. (3.75), 
outstanding citizen of the community, 
and have a great work ethic. 



NationaCJ-fonors Society 
Holding a 

lunch meeting 
every week, 

NHS members 
can discuss 

future events 
and activites 

as well as 
getting to 

know fellow 
members. 

One of the most prestigious clubs in SAHS has 
once again returned stronger than ever, to deliver a 
wide array of services to the community. From 
organizing a used book drive^n hopes of instilling 
literacy in the less fortunate, to collect water for those 
without it, the National Honors Society's main 
priority is helping those in need. Under the lead of 
president Max'Kim (12), the NHS system has 
touched the lives of thousands, and inspired many 
others to do their part in order to make the world a 
better place. They help students, young and old, by 
providing tutoring services for high schoolers in the 
library after school, and volunteering their time at the 
elementary school by helping with their homework, 
teaching good work habits, and teaching the young 
children to make sure the future of America has a 
grasp on what they are taught in class. In addition to 
helping on a local scale, NHS makes a difference a 
worldwide; contributing to bijganizations such as 
"Toys for Tots", donating dozens of toys to the 
thriving organization, which give the toys to 
orphanages around the worldlThis year proved to be 
a fulfilling and successful period for the program, 
their help will be appreciated and recognized for 
years to come. 

Always glad to lend a helping 
hand, Mrs. George (NHS Sponsor) 
puts in hours of hard work to 
ensure that NHS runs smoothly. 

Enjoying their meals while listening intently to what NHS leaders 
have to say, fellow members are all ears at lunchtime meetings. 

Raising his hand to 
quiet the crowd, Max 
Kim (12) is ready to 
make a decision as 
president of National 
Honor Society. 

Stopping to pose 
for the camera, 
Alexander Yang (12) 
pushes the 
shopping cart to 
the best of his 
ability, which can 
be a difficult task. 



Organizations suck as MUN do a 
lot of work and will keep you busy. I 

encourage you to take it. By being a 
part of any one of tbese clubs, you become a 
better person and a better leader without 

even knowing about it. So make use of what 

the school has to offer to help yourself. 

- Lucas Skin 

What Is MUN? 
Model United Nations is an 
academic simulation of the 
United Nations that aims to 
educate participants on 
current events, topics in 
international relations, 
diplomacy and the United 
Nations agenda. Members 
represented various nations 
concerning various 
topics. 

Members of the Model United Nations gather in the library 
for mock sessions every month. 
(Bottom left to top right): Jennifer Garcia, Gene Choi, 
Max Kim, Lucas Shin, Jay Han, Russel Midomaru, 
Sarah Kim, Dorthy Krebill, Yoli-Annite Rodriguez, John 
Graham, Benji Kim, Ashley Cho, Danari White, Tsciena 
White, Gloria Patterson, Soo Jin Kim, Bo Choi, Kirsten 
Kwon, Dennis Bratcher, Robert Scarpinito, Sean Curry, 
Tavares Holmes, Peter J. Curry, Natasha Parker, David 
Chong, Josh Nascimento, Grace Kim, Kevin Tokola, 

Dunwoody, Donald Cha, Kate Park, 
Zachary Rodriguez, Samantha Merritt z 



MM UWM J\IAM 

MUN Sponsers Dennis Bratcher and Spencer 
Walton smile for the camera with delegates 
Sarah Kim (10), Bo Choi (10), Max Kim (12), 
Gene Choi (11), and Ronald Midomaru (9) 

Representing a Nation Takes. 

The ceremonial mallet begins and ends 
meetings. 

Sarah Kim (10) and Jennifer Garcia (12) 
stare delinquint delegates down. 

An expert speaker 
Max Kim i (12) 
cajoles the crowd 
and captures 
control. 

PY* 

Y 
_ _ 



C//6 gucA (JAiag at Joo <fLucA J)lama 

over a script 

rehearsal 
for "A 
Nation at 
Risk" Direc 
tor Randy 
Sangalli is 

Practicing their lines onstageJennifer 
Garciad 2) and Emma Scholes(12) in 
preparation for the Drama clubs produc
tion of "A Nation at Risk." 

Reading lines during theatre rehearsal-
Tammy Garman(11) and Jordan Scottf J 2) 
are having a great time. 

(from left to right) Tamiara Lewis(12), Brandon McnuttU 1), Josh Hacklander(12), Alisa Aubart(12), Alaina Bonner(12),Lennette Halliburton(l 1), Andrew 
Brown(10), Emma Scholes(12), Jordan Scott(12), Jennifer Garcia(12), Tammy Garman(11), and Matthew Redmyer(12) preform a production of 

"A Midsummers Night Dream's during the Far East Drama festival which took place in Seoul, Korea. 



Break an arm, not a lee 
ESM Guntain 

How does being onstage make yo 

ItfeeCs exciting, knowing everone in the 
audience is watching 

What inspires you to go onstage? 
-Acting is another way for us to 6e an
other person, andexpoCre the human mind. 

Senior Matthew Redmyer 

Senior Alisa Aubert 

What has acting taught you? 
Acting taught me how to stay confident 
underpressure, even when I'm ready 

freafing out on the inside. 

What does theater mean to you? 
— To me theater isn 'tjust an eytra-curicufar ' 
activity to me its more of a passion. 

'L'pb r 

Has acting made you more confident? 
-Yes, people don't expect me to he able to act, 
but when they see I can i t's a nice surprise. 

Senior Alaina Bonner 



Masked as Barack Obama, 
Joshua Naputi (11) makes 
a guest appearence in 
Vivian Park's (11) speech. 

(Left to Right) Senior Representatives: Dorthy Krebill, 
Amanda Ray, Judith Park, Ariel Dunbar, John Graham, 
Allie Barnes, Gloria Patterson, Gregory Morris 

(Left) John Graham (12) appeals to the crowd with the 
charisma of a politician. 
| (Right) Junior candidates await their turn to cajole the 

crowd with prepared political rhetoric. 

Speaking to the student body, Tae Woo Lee (11) advocates 
himself as Vice President for the Junior Class. 



"Together, we can make a 
difference!" 

Every year the same process happens at our school. Students file 
into the auditorium or gym to listen to different candidates explain 
why they should take over as the leader of our school. The students 
then vote for their candidates and this will decide on who will step up 
and lead the school. This process is known as the SCA elections. 

The SCA elections shouldn't steal the show however. Not only are there 
the elections for the whole school, there are more elections for class of
fices. These class offices hold class sponsored events such as the Junior 
Class pancake supper or the 
fices participate against 
during Pep rallies. 

The class offices and SCA 
office hold the most power 
a student can have while in 
school. They participate in 
meetings with the classes 
and organize upcoming 
events. This year's class 
office has some of the most 
talented students in the 
school, and hopefully next 
year will be the same way. 

Fall Carnival. Also class of 
each other 

Speaking to the student 
body, Jennifer Kim tries to 
persuade audiences into 
believeing and entrusting 
her in her qualifications in 
order to gain all the votes 
possible. 

SCA Members Senior Representatives 
President Lucas Shin President Alexandra Barnes 
V. President Jennifer Kim v. President 
Treasurer JimmyGrandinette Treasurer 
Secretaries Kirstin Kwon Secretary 

Jessica Bruch 

Sophomore Representatives 
President EstelleKim 
V. President Elizabeth Riehle 
Secretary Christa Pak-Blysniuk 
Treasurer Andrew Lee 

Ariel Dunbar 
Gloria Patterson 

Dorothy Krebil 

Freshmen 
President 
V. President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 

Junior Representatives 
President 
V. President 
Treasurer 
Secretaries 

Sean Conolly 
Tae Woo Lee 

Casey Donovan 
Leah Thompson 

Josh Chung 

Representatives 
Andrew Wallar 

Joshua Nascimento 
Ronald Midomaru 

Irene Malenky 

Addressing the SCA, 
Lucas Shin (11) brings 
up the discussion about 
upcoming events. 

Freshman Secretary 
Midomaru analyzes 
statistics with a 
colleague. 

Brainstorming among 
members of the sophomores, 
Christa Pak-Blysniuk and 
Estelle Kim discusses for the 
next prep rally. 

As vice president, 
Jennifer Kim handles 
important documents 
for the Lucas to review. 







un, Tfrlamsl fiun! 

Coaching Cross Country must be very 
excitng. Coach Boyd strikes a pose for 
the camera. 

One of Seoul American's Finest, Andrew Hack-
lander passes a teamate during warm-ups. 

Running through the typhoon, 
the Falcon Cross Country team 
worked hard to have a success
ful season. "We were confi
dent coming in from last year, 
but we knew we would have 
to work hard." said Captain 
John Graham (12). Mother 
nature unleashed her fury on 
the runners with the rain from 
Typhoon Kompasu and the 
grueling heat of September, 
but they worked hard and had 
a successful season this year. 
"They lost nothing but TIME!" 
said Coach Boyd. However, 
success is measured by how 
a team performs at Far East 
where the Falcons placed 2nd 
overall with the aid of their 
relay teams. 



Cross Country 2010 

tije g&ategt metapfor 
for life, because pou get out of it 
tobat pou put tnto it. 



• First Row: Coach Simpson, Coach Wilkins, Coach Smith, Coach Massenburg Second Row: Coach Ratcliff, Coach Rogers, 
L C oach Anderson, Alaina Bonner (12), Alexandra Barnes (12), Leyna Ratcliff (12) Third Row: Devyn Williams (10), Alex 
I Mabry (11), Adrian Thomas (11), Harold Martin (11), Tyrend White (10), Joshua Decastro (11), Corey Robinson (11), 

Tomiwa Akinbayo (11) Fourth Row: Seandell Wharton (10), Ryan Bitter (10), Jon Kramer (11), Andy Weber (11), Tanner 
McQueen (10), Wayne Magee (12), Josh Moon (11), Robert Hester (11), Brandy Holmes (9), Luke Travis (11) Sixth Row: KC 
Weatherspoon (10), Daniel Duncan (11), William Franklin (11), Lee Hendry (12), Sidney Malauulu (9), Christopher Porter 

(12), Matthew Choi (11), Charles Sanders (11), Sam Imrie (11) Missing: Tyrone Beckem (12), Regis Moses (12) 

4. Observing 
the next 
offensive play by 
the Falcons, 
Coach Ratcliff 
prepares for the 
next plan against 
the Daegu 
Warriors. 

5. Viciously 
cutting through 
the Kubasaki 
defensive line, 
Corey Robinson 
(11) pushes 
himself to 
get a 
touchdown. 

3. Breaking off 
from their 
huddle, the 
offensive team 
gets ready to 
take the line for 
another touch 
down against 
Osan. 

2. Running past 
1. Walking across the the Osan 
field, Captains Alex defenders, 
Mabry (11), Christopher Sidney Malauulu 
Porter (11), Harold (9) gets another 
Martin (11), and Corey winning 
Robinson (11), get touchdown for 
ready to do the coin toss, the Falcons. 



Fresh start, new team, different end. As new players come 
from various area's around the world to the Falcon y 
Football team they all have one thing in mind, winning, f 
but the process f getting what they wanted ended g 
differently. In the seven years of coach, Coach Ratcliff J* 
said, "This year was by far the most difficult." Having 
a team with inexperience, lack of leadership, and ^L| 
attitudes the players had was a bumpy ride. 

"Football is like life - it requires Vyl 
pers0erance, self-denial, hard work, \ 

orifice,"dedication and respect 
for authority." -Vince Lombardi 

v~\ 

'Willi 
Si of | 

and the next 
season to work and 

improve their 
football program. 



'•ball teams hi 
School histo 
the Division 
winning the 

row. 

Having a terf 
KAIAC toti 
to follow las' 
finals, onlyl 

L the only tei 

After an intense match, the 
Falcons got the better of the 
Warriors and secured their 
KAIAC win. 

"It was AWI 
and a areat 
my hiahschc 

- Destinee Ha 

OME 
y to end 
years" 

Moving on from their 
KAIAC victory, the 
girls had home 
court advantage for i 
Far East, beating ^ 

Faith and winning 
the first Far East A 

title for SAHS in 
history. 

(Top): Jacquaila Curry(12), Hannah Swaffordd 1), Destinee Harrison(12), Tammy 
Garman(l 1), Raven Harrison(lO) (Bottom): Deidre Jones(lO), Tiffaney Mitchell(11), 
Hannah Nelson(IO), Elizabeth Gleaves(12), Katlyn Soriano(9) 

SAHS vs GSIS: 
SAHS vs SIS: WIN 
SAHS vs SFS: WIN 

SAHS vs. DAS. LOSE 
SAHS vs. TCIS: WIN 

SAHS vs. OSAN: WIN 
SAHS vs. KIS: WIN 

SAHS vs GSIS: WIN 
SAHS vs. YISS: WIN 
SAHS vs. SIS: WIN 

SAHS vs. OSAN: WIN 
SAHS vs. SFS: WIN 
SAHS vs. YISS: WIN 
SAHS vs. TCIS WIN 

KAIAC Champions 
Far East Champions 



Standing in an athletic stance, Hannah 
Swafford (11) waits patiently and gets 

ready for the next serve. 
Huddling up during a timeout, the team gets their focus back to win the game. 

f/W%VOHYBAU 

S^lSCHAMQNl 

Claiming first place at Fareast, the Varsity girls make SAHS history. 

Right: --
Newcomer r* 
and starter, -

Tammy 
Garman — 

(11), gets — 
ready to 

block 
against 

Reaching high for the perfect set by 
Tiffaney Mitchell (11), Kaytlan Soriano 

(9) slams the ball across the net. 

Down: Hustling towards the ball, Jacquaila Curry 
(12),prepares to make a pass to the setter. 

Left: Setter, 
Tiffaney 
Mitchell, (11) 
skillfully 
sets her 
teammate 
up for a kill. 

Leaping into the air, Elizabeth Gleaves 
(12), spikes the ball past the opposing 

team's blockers, scoring a point. 



Top Left to Right: 
Marina Pavek (11), Victoria Cambell(lO) Michelle Higgins (10) 
Christine Mahana (11) Rika Bailey (10) Vanessa Takemoto (10) 
Christa Pak-Blyznuik (10) Victoria Roberts (9) 

Bottom Left to Right: 
Melena Ritaulo (11) Angels Roman (11) Braden Brownell (10) 
Teslyen Foster (11) 

Vanessa 
T akamoto 
(10) rushes| 
across the 
net to set 
up a block 
intimidat
ing their 
opponents. 

Braden 
Brownwell 
(10) braces 
herself for a 
hard serve 
from the 
other team. 

Angels Roman (11) subs in for Tes-
ylen Foster (11) to give her a well 
deserved break after a great play. 



The Lady 
Falcons 
take a 
break after 
a great firs 
set against 
the TCIS 
Dragons. 

Stats: 

Tori Cambell (10) 
blasts a spike past 
Osan's middle 
blocker to earn the 
Falcons another 
needed point. 

SAHS vs GSIS WIN 
SAHS vs SIS WIN 
SAHS vs SFS WIN 
SAHS vs DAS WIN 
SAHS vs TCIS WIN 
SAHS vs OSAN WIN 
SAHS vs. KIS: WIN 
SAHS vs GSIS WIN 
SAHS vs YISS WIN 
SAHS vs SIS. WIN 
SAHS vs OSAN WIN 
SAHS vs. SFS. WIN 
SAHS vs YISS WIN 

mf(T 
Kaiac 

Third Place 

Vanessa 
Takemoto 
(10) watches 
in amazement 
as Tesylen 
Foster (11) 
gives a nice 
high set over 
the net. 

Perfect seasons are hard to come by now
adays due to the fierce competition that the 
pacific holds. It is quite a feat when a team 
is able to accomplish it, which the JV Vol
leyball girls had. During the regular season 
the falcon girls went 14-0, and placing 3rd 
at KAIAC after a hard-fought loss against 
Championship Winner Daegu. 

"We really came together as a team and 
gave it our best", said Captain Marina 
Pavek (11). "I definitely saw an improve
ment in the team since last year, and was 
very satisfied in the season." The girls im
provement was measured in their success of 
the season over last year, having a much 
better record. Overall the season was suc
cessful for the JV girls volleyball, and heres 
to hoping next season will be more so! 



c a  

STATS 
SAHS vs TCIS 
SAHS vs SIS 
SAHS vs KIS 
SAHS vs SFS 
SAHS vs DAEGl 
SAHS vs GSIS 
SAHS vs 
SAHS 

12-2 

WIN 

During the KAIAC champion
ship, Coach Tarikas, motions fori 
hustle on the court. 

c a a s B  
1. Passing to his partner, Quinton Wilde (9), Andrew Lee (10) 
warms up before the game against TCIS. 

2. Coach Tarikas warms up one of the many key players, Josh — , , 
a Chung (11), before an intense game against the Osan cougars. 

:!,;;•  ̂ _ 1 _ 
/V, 3. Focusing on technique, Richard Hatfield (10), carefully passes 
/§ Jj to his partner, Geoffrey Furner (12). 

'j 4. Starting off the set with a perfect serve, Eric Tarikas (12) gives J it his all against their ultimate competitor, Osan. 

I  5 .  Keeping stats and substitutions, Coach Rogers coordinates 
i her game strategy against SIS. 

O. Switching out of the game, key blocker Michael Rivera(11) 
^ passes on the defense responsiblity to Gregory Morris (12) 

7. One of the main hitters, Colton Heckerl (12), smacks the ball 
d with all his might against TCIS. 

1L 

ii M 



SMACK IT AND WHACK IT! - Gregory Morris (12) 
Back Row: 
Eric Taribas (12) 
Colton Heckerl (12) 
Richard Hatfield (10) 
Michael Rivera (11) 
Quinton Wilde (9) 
Coach Lori Rogers 

Middle Row: 
Josh Churig (11) 
Casey Donovan (11) 
Andrew Lee (10) 
Geoffrey Furner (12) 
Nick Brannen (9) 

Front Row: 
Gregory Morris (12) 
Jason Liu (12) 
Jordan Scott (12) 
Michael Rodriguez (12) 

Not Pictured: 
Coach Taribas 



Ma kin3 a Racket! 
p 

p 

p 

Men s stats: 
SAHS vs. SFS: 2-3 
SAHS vs. DAHS: 5-0 
SAHS vs. TCIS: 5-0 
SAHS vs. OSAN: 5-0 
SAHS vs. KIS: 4-1 
SAHS vs. GSIS: 5-0 
SAHS vs. YISS: 4-1 
SAHS vs. SIS: 4-1 
SAHS vs. OSAN: 5-0 
SAHS vs. SFS: 2-3 
SAHS vs. YISS: 5-0 
SAHS vs. TCIS: 5-0 
KAIAC Placement: 1st 

Women's Stats: 
SAHS vs. SFS: 0-5 
SAHS vs. DAHS: 3-2 
SAHS vs. TCIS: 3-2 
SAHS vs. OSAN: 5-0 
SAHS vs. KJS: 1-4 
SAHS vs. GSIS: 5-0 
SAHS vs. YISS: 1-4 
SAHS vs. SIS: 3-2 
SAHS vs. OSAN: 5-0 
SAHS vs. SFS: 1-4 
SAHS vs. YISS: 3-2 
SAHS vs. TCIS: 2-3 
KAIAC Placement: 1st 

P 

P 

Top Row(Left to Right): Head CoacK 
Victoria, Assistant Coach Allen, 
Andrew Clark (9), Ronald Midomaru 
(9), Aaron Park (10), Matt Bruhnke (12), 
Russell Midomaru (11), Brandon 
McNutt(11), Jaewoong Kim (11), 
Chong Lee (11), Adam Yi (11),Assistant 
Coach Victoria, Assistant Coach 
Abbott 

Middle Row: Manager Jennifer Joh 
(11), Laura Yeom (9), Hannah Kim (9), 
Jacqueline Nguyen (12), Ashley Cho 
(10), Irene Malenky (9), Carson Allen 
(10), Kirsten Kwon (11), Sherrie Yoon 
(10), Jenny Han (9), Estelle Kim (10), 
Kathy Pang (9), Head Manager Suvin 
Lee (12) 

Bottom Row: Chris Horton (11), Jeanie 
Choi (9), Diana Garcia (12), Grace Kim 
(10), Daphnae Feezell (11), Vivian Park 
(11), Natasha Parker (11), Angel Lee 
(9), Jay Han (11) 

Not Shown: Nick Worley (10), 
Jonathan Lee (10), Chae Won Moon 
(12), Angelica Sanders (10), CJ Mitchell 
(9), Jung Yae (9) 



Tennis 

ML Victoria Jntmim: 
Q: What is your favorite thing about coaching tennis? 
A: I love t he spoil, love teaching the kids how to play, and 
working on the tennis advocate. 
Q: How was Far East? 
A: it was a great experience; we were the #1 team from all 
the DoDDS schools, but we came in second place overall. 
However, we hope that we will win next year. 
Q: What's the biggest reward from coaching? 
A: In the past two years, I've accomplished something that 
no other coach has done before by winning both the boys and 
girls KAIAC this year! 
Q: Any future advice for tennis players? 
A: Join us if you're interested! I do n't cut kids from the team 
and I enjoy tea ching the sport because tennis is a sport that 
you can participate in all your life. Above: Estelle Kim (10) 

shows off her intense tennis 
stance. 

1. Posing for the camera, Head Coach Victoria smiles after 
the interview. 

2. Patiently, Sherrie Yoon (10) waits in antisipation for the 
serve. 

3. Rising tennis star starts off practice with some graceful 
swings. 

4. Pridefully, Estelle Kim (10) proves that she can play 
tennis. 

5. Chris Horton (11) goes to serve with a fierce strike. 

Left: Powerfully, Andrew Clark (9) goes to smack the tennis 
ball with great determination. 



Falcons dominate at the 2011 Homecoming football game against Osan American High. 

A£6, 
Left: Tsciena White (12) and 
DeWayne Kendricks (12) ex
ecute perfect jumps at a half-
time show. 
Right: Teresa Parker (12) 
and Chante' Hudson (12) 
enjoy screaming out cheers 
and chants while supporting 
the basketball game. 

Above: Tsciena White (12) and 
DeWayne Kendricks (12) get 
crunk during a halftime perfromance 

Junior- Varsity Cheerleading Squad 
Jasmen Johnson(l 1), Ashley Dahl (9), Mara 

Kagawa (11), Shana Malauulu (11), Madison Hill 
(9)Dajana Harkness (9), Danari White (9), Hannah 

Naputi (9) Ivanshka Figueroa (9) 



5. Jaime Grimball (11) executes a perfect back tuck at the homecoming game 
against the Osan American Cougars. 
6.Leana Chon (11), Ashton Wiggins (11), Teresa Parker (12), DeWayne 
Kendricks II (12) and Chante' Hudson (12) perform a dangerous cheerleading 
stunt in the middle of the street. Our cheerleaders have no fear!! 
7.Chante_Hudson (12) lifted into an extention elevator during halftime routine. 

1.DeWayne Kendricks II (12) is lifted into a stunt by Tsciena White(12), Chante 
Hudson (12), and Tiphany Reed (11) at a halftime performance. 
2.Brittany Davis (11) screams "Lets Go Falcons" on the sidelines of a football game. 
3 .Elyssa Holmes (11), Ashley Dahl (9), Leana Chon (11), Ashton Wiggins (11) 
dancing hard during the halftime performance at homecoming. 
4.DeWayne Kendricks II (12) throwing a tumbling pass during halftime routine 



Facing off against our 
rival opponent, The Cougars, 
Mecca Perkins (10) goes up 

for a layout, while 
Jordan Elliott (12) is boxing out. 

Going 
against 
their 

rivals, The 
Cougars, 
Destinee 
Harrison 
(12) goes 

up for 
a layup 

and 
gives the 

team 
another 

two 
points. 

"You can't get much 
done in life if you only 

work on the days when you 
feel good." - Jerry West. 
This belief is portrayed 

perfectly by 
our Lady Falcons 

basketball team this year. 
Starting off the season with 
a series of blowout wins, 

and sporting a 
powershouse of skilled 
and efficient players, 

our Lady Falcons 
effectively run basketball 

on the peninsula. 
Captains Jordan Elliott, 
Elizabeth Gleaves, and 

Destinee Flarrison are at 
the heart of the team, their 
spirit and character fueling 
the team on to bigger and 
more spectacular wins. 



SAHS SAHS KIS SIS SFS OSAN SAHS DAEGU YISS SAHS GSIS SAHS SFS SAFIS TCIS 
59 58 9 7 14 35 61 32 16 63 3 63 15 56 34 

-vs- -vs- -vs- -vs- -vs- -vs- -vs- -vs- -vs- -vs- -vs- -vs- -vs- -vs- -vs-
TCIS KIS SAHS SAHS SAHS SAHS OSAN SAHS SAHS SIS SAHS DAEGU SAHS YISS SAHS 

22 15 52 60 56 65 28 60 59 10 78 23 64 13 71 

1. Getting the 
rebound from The 

Phoenix's, 
Hannah Nelson 

(10) sprints down 
the court to set up 

for a new play. 

2. Admiring the SAHS 
spirit poster, Jordan 
Elliott (12), Elizabeth 
Gleaves(12), Leyna 

Ratcliff (12), and Tillie 
Trounson (11) get crunk 

before the game. 

3. Dribbling around 
the Guardians, 

Kaytlan Soriano (9) 
goes in for a layup 

and scores. 

4. After Intercepting 
a pass from The 

Cougars, Elizabeth 
Gleaves(12)takesit 
back down the court 

and scores. 

5. Recieving a pass from 
Hannah Nelson (10), 

Leyna Ratcliff (12) turns 
and makes a shot at the 

basket. 

6. Getting the pass from 
Elizabeth Gleaves(12), 

Jordan Elliott (12) goes 
up for a jump shot 
giving the team 
another 2 points. 

Q: What do you think of this year's team, in comparison to last year's? 
A; BEAST! 
Q: How does it feel to be a captain of your high school team? 
A; Jordan - It really makes no difference. 

It's just a title. I'm equal to everyone else. 
Destinee - It's rewarding but alot of responsiblity but it feels good to be 

a big help for people on the team. 
Elizabeth: Feels great to be a captain and be part of a team that have a 

bunch of great individuals on and off the court. 
Q: Jordan, coming from someone who came to Korea just this year, 

what do you think of the schools basketball program? 
A: Very good. We have to be mentally perpared for lack of competition and 

have to find ways to continue to work hard. 
Q: What are your goals for this season? 
A; Let people know they can't run with us by winning Far East and K.A.I.A.C. 



through the 
crowded court, 

Deja Smith (9) 
shoots from 
the outside. 

Michelle Higgins 
"The team doesn't have a lot of 
talent but has tons of teamwork 
and that's what wins games." 

Jamie Liu 
The team really gets along with 
each other and it's not awkward. 

They are encouraging to each 
other. No competition." 

Angelique Nash 
The team really 'meshes' 

together. The JV team is really 
progressing as the year goes on. 

Cora Shaw 
'I thin k basketball is a sport where 

everybody came together 
as a family." 

WfreffilveTine Michelle 
Higgins (10) and goes 
upforala^Lift. 

Top Row: Coach Harrison, Raven Harrison (10), Emily Luce (9), 
Michelle Higgins (10), Irene Malenky (9), Cora Shaw (9), Coach Bittner 

Bottom Row: Holly Weekes (9), Emma Olds (9), 
Deja Smith (9), Angelique Nash (11), Jamie Liu (10) 



Tim Duncan once 
said, "Good, better best. 
Never let it rest. Until 
your good is better and 
your better is best." This 
particular quote rep
resents what the Lady 
Falcon's Junior Varsity 
Basketball team is all 
about. Despite not 
making big numbers on 
the scare board they still 
had a winning streak 
throughput the season. 
Coach Bittner says, 
"They have 
motivation and the 
willingness to be apart 
of a team but they lack 
the experience to be how 
good they want to be. " 
With only four returning 
players they still worked 
hard and persevered 
despite how new and 
young the team was. 
Seein| this team grow 
over the season just gives 
hope that next year the 
JV Lady's Basketball 
team will once again 
dominate on the court 
but with a better, more 
experienced force. 

As the aggressive Daegu Warrior tries to take the ball from Emily Luce 
(9), she hangs onto the ball till Raven Harrison (10) comes to her aid. 

Being able to breaK through Daegu's Waiting for help 
.defensive play, Cora SHSw [9J ma kes another ' her body to kee 
lay-up; ' . / , * 

Waiting for help, Michelle Higgins (10) uses Giving Daegu a "man-to-man" play, Raven 
her body to keep TCIS away from the ball. Harrison (10), Emma Olds (9), and Michelle 

, Higgins (10) take back what's theirs. 



:). Beckem, who 
played the position which the falcons 
lacked a tremendous player last year, per
formed well as point guard. "With 
Beckem's leadership and Tomi and 
Bryant's scoring we should be in good 
shape" says Falcons Head Coach Steve 
Boyd. The Falcons finished the KA1AC 
regular season with an undefeated record 
of 16-0 and then capped it all off with the 
KAIAC Championship. Feeling confident 
going into Far East, which was held in 
Guam; the Falcons didn't disappoint in 
the first few rounds. They demolished 
their first two opponents with victory 
margins of over twenty points. The Fal
cons made it to the Championship in Far 
East but came up short in a loss to Kuba-
saki. Though they didn't win the Far East 
Championship the falcons improved a lot 
from the previous year. Falcons finished 
with an overall record of 36-8. All of their 
losses except the loss in the championship 
game were to intramural and Post level 
teams. Throughout most of the season the 
falcons remained undefeated against High 
School teams. 

Joshua Decastro (11) goes 
up aggressively for a I""— 

against KIS. 

Devante Lawrence (11) suc
cessfully shoots a circus shot 
aaainst KIS. 

Driving to the hole.Tomiwa Akinbayo (11) scores through 
countless opposition. 

7-a Icons 
ck Row From left to right: 
>ach Rodney Rose, Mark 
iot (9), Tomiwa Akin-
lyo (11 ,C), Bryant McCray 
1), Sidney Malauulu (9), 
andell Wharton (10). 
ddleRow: Adrian Thomas 
1),JohnGraham(l2,C), 
shua Decastro (11), 
>ach Steve Boyd. Front 
w: Jason Liu (12), Tyrend 
hite (10), Mike Rodriguez 
2), Tyrone Beckem (12,C), 
zvante Lawrence (11). 



2:Mark Elliott (9) fears no man 
as he takes on two KIS post 
players to intensify the Fal
cons lead. 

3:Bryant McCray (11) owns the 
paint, shoving a KIS player out 
of his way. 

4:Step right Shake left. Adrian 
Thomas (11) stirs up an Osan 
player as he makes a move 
toward the basket. 



Boys of the Junior Varsity Basketball team brought heat to the court with perspiration and determination 
this season, winning the JV KA1AC Tournament against Seoul Foreign School. 

Practice makes perfect, and the JV team practiced hard five to six days a week with the varsity team. 
"There were players who couldn't do a layup but at the end of the season finished at the rim," said 
Basket Ball Coach Mike. Justin Swaford, Andrew Hacklander and Brandon Holmes were notable players 
among the group. 

The team experienced many obstacles, losing two games early on in the season, but the Falcons' hard 
work paid off with a memorable season. "My favorite memory is seeing the team win the JV K.AIAC 
Tournament," said Coach Mike. The season ended with the KAIAK. game February 12th with a score 
an overall season score of 15 wins - 2 loses. 



Ballin' Andrew Hacklander (10) 
watches his shot fly 
towards the basket. 

Proving his skill, 
Brandy Holmes (9) 

makes a backwards lay up 

Swiftly moving past a defender, 
Justin Swafford (10) helps the 

Falcons take the lead. 

Taking advantage of his height, 
Sydney Malauulu (9) easily adds two 

more points to the score. 

STATS 
SAHS vs YISS WIN 
SAHS vs GSIS WIN 
SAHS vs SFS WIN 
SIS vs SAHS WIN 

OSAN vs SAHS WIN 
SAHS vs OSAN WIN 

KIS vs SAHS WIN 
DAEGU vs SAHS WIN 

GSIS vs SAHS WIN 
YISS vs SAHS WIN 

SAHS vs DAEGU WIN 
TCIS vs DAEGU WIN 
SAHS vs OSAN WIN 
SFS vs SAHS WIN 

Top Row: Tavares Holmes (11), Brandy Holmes (9), Joseph trailer (9L Henry Arnold (9), 
Oluwemimo Akinbayo (9), Sydney Malauulu (9), Raekwon Wade (ij), CoacljSSnaerson. 
Bottom Row: Coach Holmes, William Gordon (11), Justin Swafford,polfDa^iJ^ti^er (? 
Julian Shak (9), 

Looking for an opportunity to pass, William With the team listening intently. Coach Strategically thinking to himself, 
Gordon (11) waits as Andrew Hacklander (10), Anderson and Coach Holmes Justin Swafford(10) tries to find a path 

Joseph Waller (9), and Julian Shak (9) try to get open. go over new plays. between two defenders. 



W R E S T L I N G  

Wrestling is one of the most demanding sports, both physically and mentally From hours of sweat-inducing 
workouts to drop an extra pound, depriving oneself of food, wrestlers prepare for the weigh-ins. By putting in 
every ounce of strength to get the three second pin, wrestling can be very , very challenging. The Falcons have 
returned to dominate the Korean peninsula after losing several key members last year due to senior s graduation 
and other complications, but that only forced the returners and new members to work even harder. The team 
finished the regular season with a perfect record with the help of several new key members. Under the 
mentorship of the few experienced returning w restlers. The team kept strong and under captain. Andv Weber's 
leadership, the team was able to show that they were tough competitors going into DODDEA's Pacific wide Far 
East Tournament. Eric Bush placed 2nd in 115 class and Andy Weber placed 3rd in 135 class and 5th overall, in 
team duels and individuals. In the end. the team came together and surpassed the expectations of many. The 
inexperience players proved their place, while the returning upper class men showed amazing leadership and 
dedication. The team expects to come back better than ever next season! 

D "i (9) locks ilr 
pulling his 



Front Row: Eric Bush (12), 
Charles Campbell (12), 
Hiroto Herman (9), Devin 
Furner (9), Benji Kim (10), 
Steven Ashbaugh (9) 
Middle Row: Preston 
Blakley(lO), Robert Rhea 
(11), Alex Sidoff (12), David 
Chong (10), Peter Chu (11) 
Back Row: Kenneth Butts 
(10), Joseph Durham (10), 
Jack Barnes (8), Matthew 
Choi (11), Johnathan Porter 
(9), William Catineau (10), 
Andy Weber (11) 
Managers: Victoria 
Campbell (10), Grace Kim 
(10), Paige James (10) 
Coach Harden 



LA FAM I LI A 

' is a word overused in the sports world. But no word can better describe 1 
team. Following the success of last year's KAIAC and Far East titles, the girls added another ] 
championship to their record, and are looking forward to the 2011 Far East Tournament. 

The season has been plagued with unfortunate events however, with almost all the starters suffering injuries, 
some worse than others. All three captains, seniors Allie Barnes, Liz Gleaves, and Gloria Patterson became 
injured during the season, with each missing games. Starters such as Ivy Delacruz, Amanda Jackson, and other 
players became injured throughout the season also. 

Although these unfortunate events have occurred that didn't stop the girls from having a succesful season of 
winning. And what was the backbone of this highly successful girl's team? Not just the seven returners, but a 
huge impact was made on the pitch by a plethora of new members, including five freshmen, who have all made 
the Far East squad. The future is hopeful for the varsity girls, especially with the strong squad that is already 
being constructed for next year, and high hopes for Far East. 

Top Row: Charlotte Sudweeks (9), Elizabeth Gleaves (12), Amanda Jackson (9), Hannah 
Swafford (1 D.TillieTrounson (11), Tammy Garman (11), Alexandra Barnes (12), Molly 

Birrenkott (10), Sarah Wolfgang (11), Rebecca Snow (11) Middle Row: Monica Paulk (9), 
Tori Roberts (9), Josie Imire (9), Gloria Patterson (12), Teresa Parker (12), Ivy Dela-Cruz (11), 

Angelique Nash (11) Bottom Row: Christa Pak-Blyznik (10), Sally Lee (10), Christine Park (10), 
Jasmine Manning (11) Missing: Coach Scott Bittner, Assistant Coach Randal Sangalli, 

Assistant Coach Miles Barnes, Assistant Coach Andres Martinez, Manager Kelsey Curley (12), 
Manager Jordan Elliott (12) 

SAHS VS SIS-WIN 
Y1SS VS SAHS- WIN 
GS1S VS SAHS -WIN 

SAHS VS OAHS - WIN 
SFS VS SAHS - LOSS 

KIS VS SAHS-WIN 
SAHS VS DAHS - LOSS 
DAEGU VS SAHS-TIE 
SAHS vs SFS-WIN 
Y1SS VS SAHS-WIN 
TCIS VS SAHS-TIE 

SAHS VS GSIS-WIN 
sis vs SAHS-WIN 

SAHS vs TCIS - WIN 



IO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR MOST Or A TEAMfe SCORING. THEY PLAY IN FRONT OF 

f JJTPLAYER GENERALLY FpSITIONED IN THE MIDDLE THIRD OF THE RE® BETWEEN THE FOR-, 
WARDS AND DEFENDERS. THEIR JOB IS TO LINK THE DEFENSE ANDTHE OFFENSE THROUGH ' 

BALL CONTROL AND PASSING. THEY PLAY BOTH AN ATTACKING ROLE AND A DEFENSIVE ROLE. 

MAINLY IN THE DEFENSIVE THIRD OF THE FIELD. THEY ARE PRIMARILY 
FOCUSED ON STOPPING THE OPPOSITION'S ATTACKERS FROM SCORING. 

A PLAYER WHO WORKS MAIN! LD. THEY ARI IMA RILY J, 

FOCUSED ON STOPPING THE OPPOSITION'S ATTACKERS FROM SCORING. 
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After the team's considerable success last year, 
the 2011 Varsity Men's Soccer Team had some big 
cleats to fill. Following up the school's best record 
in over 8 years would prove to be no easy task, and 
with the league becoming one of the most openly 

competitive in all of the Pacific, the boys struggled 
in their first few games. After going 0-3, the team 
realized what they needed to do to step up their 

game. Play selfless, pass constantly, and fight for 
every ball. The team rallied, and their results began 
to show for it. The Falcon's then went on a 7 game 

unbeaten run, performing better and better with 
^each game, to include a last minute draw with SFS 

and big wins over DAHS and OAHS. Eventually 
finishing 6th in conference, the boys did not have 
the season they initially expected. Flowever, other 
teams noticed the improvement in the team, and 
SAHS was labelled as dark horses heading into 
the KA1AC Tournament in Osan. Beating SIS in 
a well-fought 2-1 win, the Falcons lost out to top 
ranked team in the Pacific, YISS, by a narrow 1-0 
defeat. Despite the loss, the Falcons fought every 

minute against Division I n ewcomers 
to claim 
for the first 

4 years. 



Top Row: Coach Schmidt, John Graham (12), Raymond Chang (9), Ronald Midomaru (9), Daniel Nelson (12), John Stoll (9), Michelle Higgins (10), 
Alexander Evans (12), Jimmy Grandinette (12), Alexander Stoffa (10) 
Middle Row: Gene Choi (11), Yoli Rodriguez (11), Louis Ji (12), Josh Moon (11), David Chong (10), Lauren Branch (11), Samantha Merritt (10), Sherrie 
Yoon (10), Christine Mahana (11), Kerri Rosenblatt (12), Coach Tyler 
Bottom Row: Vivian Park (11), Veronica Choe (10), Tiffaney Mitchell (11), Steven Ashbaugh (9), Hannah Kim (9), Bradyn Brownell (10) 

Going third in the relay, Tiffaney Mitchell01) swims a 50 
meter butterfly to rank her relay team in a high place. 

the 50 meter 
eaststroke 
ent, Veronica 
io(10) sprints 
fast as she 
n shooting to 
i for first in 
e event. 

200 meter freestyle event. 



2 party heart, 1 part obteteum/ 
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^*TZ 
On the blocks ready for um ia<.e, 
Raymond Chang(9) gets set for 
the 100 meter freestyle. 

TheGirl's medley relay and freestyle 
relay come together to take a group 
photo. 

Boys 
Meet #1 (Humphreys): 1st 

Meet #2 (YISS): 

KAIAC (SFS): 

1st 

1st! 

Girls 

1st 

1st 

1st! 

Combined 

1st 

1st 

1st! 

"Falcons, what? Falcons, yeah? Falcons, 
oh-kay! Falcons on three, 1-2-3 FAL
CONS!" As the cheer goes on, the Falcon 
Swim Team started off the season by win
ning the first home swim meet held at 
Camp Humphreys. 

At the first meet, senior John Graham 
and Daniel Nelson, junior Josh Moon, and 
freshmen John Stoll broke the record in the 
200 meter freestyle relay, 1.42.80. Not only 
that, the newcomer Samantha Merritt as a 
Sophomore had also won all of her invidi-
vual events at the meet. 

The second meet at YISS was a domina
tion for the SAHS Falcons. Winning the 
boys, the girls, and the overall score, John 
Graham had also broke the record for the 
50 meter butterfly, 27.35. Within the whole 
season, every individual on the Falcon 
swim team had put in their effort, showed 
their spirit, and swam as fast as they could. 

fe-



Number 6 in the line-up, Sheridan McKitrick (11), strongly focuses on the pitcher's 
wind-up as she sets up to hit against the korean highschool team to bring 
teammates on home. 

A young team this year, the SAHS 
softball team only had 3 returners from 
last year, so the lack of experience was 
worrying. However the girls didn't disap
point, even with 15 new players, coming 
together and delivering win after win. 

"This season has been really 
challenging working with new players, 
but I th ink it is all paying off in the long 
run, seeing how much the team has im
proved," said captain Katie Darby. Under 
the leadership of Coach Harden, who 
returned to softball after a small coaching 
hiatus, the SAHS softball team are a big 
contender for the Far East title. 

watches the catcher to 
home plate. 

Firsfetfme pitcher, Jenna Jackson (11), takes* 
o\j^the mound with confidence during a 
Daegu game. 

"Swing that: feat and| bWtthatlMUl H©n§y,( tontyS 

Pushing off the mound with power, co-
TOptain Leilani Shak (12) pitches against 
the Korean high school team. 

i and controlled, co-captain Kathleeffi^ 
Darby (12), pitches her one of her four pitches 
against Osan. 
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Back Row: (left to right) Coach Slaughter, Deja Smith (9), Julia Ring (9), Rachael Barisich (9), Sheridan McKitrick (11), Leah Thompson 
(11), Jasmine Hobbs (9), Emily Lang (11), Jessica Dunn (9), Hannah Lang (9), Coach Harden. Front Row: (left to right) Jada Mohn (10), 
Deidre Jones (10), Ashton Wiggins (11), Kathleen Darby (12), Leilani Shak (12), Raven Harrison (10), Kaylah Black (9), Tiffany Still (9). 
Not pictured: Jenna Jackson (1) 

Determined to bring her teal 
hofhe, Leah Thompson (11)<p?es up 
torn 

STATS: 
SAHS VS. OSAN WIN 
SAHS VS. DAEGU WIN 
SAHS VS OSAN WIN 
SAHS VS. DAEGU WIN 
SAHS VS. OSAN WIN 
SAHS VS. DAEGU WIN 
SAHS VS. OSAN WIN 
SAHS VS. DAEGU WIN 
SAHS VS. OSAN WIN 
SAHS VS. DAEGU WIN 
SAHS VS. OSAN WIN 

While working on r 
Deidre Jones (10) warms up her pitchers during 
practice. 

Throwing the b! 
her foot work, 
(9), is back< 

JggSjl 
rst base and f^u£jng on 
baseman JasnpVe Hobbs 

kaylah Black (9) 

After catchingthe ball in right field, Brindi 
Kendall (11), follows the routine play and 
throws it in to second base. 

Striking a lj 
first-tig 
base. 

[five double in to left field, 
Julia Ring (9), hustles to second 

Moving around between plays, t 
Smith (9) watches the pitcher in 
Daegu. 

se Deja 
kagainst 



The Falcon baseball team proved to be a hit 
this year, returning stronger than ever. After 
losing several key contributors to transfers 
last year, the team bounced back with new 
players who have proved their place on the 
already thriving team. Under the leadership 
of captains, Colton Heckerl (12) and Greg 
Morris (12), and returners, Casey Donovan 
(11), Ghung Winchip (11), Christopher 
Horton (11), and Ryan Bittner (10), the team 
has decimated this year's competition, 
finishing undefeated in their conference. 
They also proved themselves to be a force to 
be reckoned with, to many Korean adult and 
middle/high school teams. The upcoming Far 
East event looks promising, as the days of 
practice have shaped the group into talented, 
and disciplined players. "We will win Far 
East this year" states Casey Donovan (11) 
confidently, with many players nodding in 
agreeance. The team also proved to be able 
to hang with top notch teams, after traveling 
to The Philippines over spring break, leaving 
with wins, and even more experience. Just as 
many suspected at the start of the season, this 
year's baseball team was a "homerun"! 

Choking and poking, Chong Lee (11) gets a base-hit 
straight up the middle, right back at the pitcher. 

Pitching against a Korean adult team, Christopher Horton 
(11), delivers his infamous loopy curve ball. 

Winding and 
grinding, Chungmin 
Winchip (11), shows 
off his dance moves 
after scoring a run. 

I f f c e /  ch u r c h y .  

-Wes Westrum 



Baseball 
Driving the ball, 
Ryan Bittner (10) 
flashes some 
power. 

Getting the 
signal from his 
first base coach, 
Casey Donovan 
(11), steps up to 
the plate, ready 
to spank the ball. 

Receiving the throw, Colton Heckerl (12), prepares to 
make the tag with Casey Donovan (11) backing him up. 

Fielding the ball cleanly, Will Catineau 
(10), makes a play at first base. 

(Top row, left to right): Chong Lee (11), Harold Martin (11), Jon Kramer (11), Colton Heckerl (12), Gregory 
Morris (12), Will Catineau (10) Bottom row): Ben Cohen (11), Ghungmin Winchip (11), Casey Donovan 
(11), Ryan Bittner (10), Andy Weber (11), Chris Horton (11) 
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The Falcon track team is built for speed, and they proved that this season with sweat and success at 
every meet and practice. It has been two years since the team's creation, but the team has shown the 
skills of veteran competitors. After taking the lead ahead of Osan and Daegu at KAIAC, the track 
team has turned its gaze to Far East in the land of the rising sun.The team has had to do more than 
just quick sprints, and over the season the Falcons have had to hurdle, throw, jump, and run great dis
tances to reach the finish line first, giving 100% every step of the way. 
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FronfflbviTILetFfd 'rlghtFArrianda Fiend ersffhnT)rEihTraiaTftaT0&nadd[9), jeanie cnol(9J,"Darearig(9),"We*: Joflnsomsj^m^lmtn), Chante 
Hudson(12), Dorothy Krebilld 2), Jennifer Chan(9), Hiroto Herman(9),Ti"Esha Jones(9). 
2nd Row: Jamila Forged 1), Susan Crabtree (1 l),Dahye Choi (10), Dauen Yeom (9), Pamela Henderson(9),Siarria Ingram(lO), Kathryn Kody(12), 
Valerie Knox (11 ),Tesalyn F QSJ|er( 11), Audrey Yang (10). 
3rd Row: David Abbott (Coach), Angelina Garland (Coach), Andrew Murphy(12), Daniel Ji(9), Caleb Tolley(11),Yena Kim(IO),Chelsea Yeung (11), 
Deanjenero Phe1ps( 11), Kiajafa Weatherspoon(10),Tyrend White(10), Adrian Thomasd 1), 
4th Row: Eugene Stayt( 11), Branden Lee (10),Thomas Schrier (11), Kevin Hathaway! 11), Katie Chung (12), Dewayne Kendricks (12), Alexander 
Sidoffd?,, Jasmine Krebill (10), Dakota Degidio(IO) 
5th Row: Coach Ans Tran (Coach) Charles Sanders (11), Yong McMahan (9), Mecca Perkins (10), Zack Rodriguez (12), Destinee Harrison (12) 

" Clinton Moye(11)KevinTakola (10), Adam Yi (11), 
Back Row: Jessie Smith (Coach), Andrew Hacklander (10), Avery Thompson (m 

a 



Approaching the finish line, DahyeChoi Left. Right. Thrust Alex Sidoff (12) chucks 
(10) and Audrey Yang (11) breeze through the shot put Jearacross the field, 
the end showing no pain.BBHHHH earning him a far sure spot at FarEast. 

Practice makes perfect, Tyrend white (10) and DJ (11) smile as they lead the warm- up 
laps during practice. 



LETTER FROM 

Looking through the yearbook, we're sure that you can tell there's alot going on but each page was done 
with the best of our staffs ability. Yes, we'll have some bad shots, typographical errors, and alignment 

issues but we challenge the next rising group of students to consider taking yearbook. It is a class that 
is about making deadlines, putting in extra hours, and getting the pages done but, it can be fun and bring 

together people of all different talents. 
Yearbook is extremely stressful. Especially when you have half the returnees of last year who were 

used to working in the program InDesign and have to switch to Photoshop, along with teaching a new 
group of students, while dealing with computer crashes and corrupted files. But through all that each 
and every one of us were able to discover our talents to help bring this yearbook together. At times it 
makes you want to get up, leave, and never look back but at the end with the help of our staff and our 
sponser, teacher, and director, Mr.McMurray we all pulled through to make this memorable yearbook 
happen. So the next time you flip through the pages take a closer look at the hardwork and patience 

put into it. 
We hope you have enjoyed this yearbook as much as we have. We have known eachother and been 

friends since middle school and have seen the way the yearbook has evolved over the years. We didn't 
understand the responsiblity and commitment needed to run the yearbook staff from an editoral posi

tion until now. We would like to give out a big thanks to our staff, Mr. Bradley McMurray. Mr. Doug 
Moulton, Principal Schlueter, and Vice Principal Smaw. 

From your Editors, Katie and Allie 



In (Sowing memory of 

UmLMfiMm 
June 14, 2008 - September 4, 2007 

aneurysm. 

SHe Cived in Wirginia, 
3-Cawaii, ancCCastCy 
Xorea, attending SAJ-CS. 

'We aCC miss Laura so much. 
There is not one day when 
we don't think ahout her smiCe 
andCaugh. After the day she 
jjassedaway, you couCafeeC 
the sadness in the haCCways of 
SAJ-fS and SAMS. 'Everyone cried 
a river for her. 

~We mi ss her so much. 

Laura Lee QiCCiCan, 14, 
was Coved by everyone 
around her. She was the 
girCeveryone wanted 
to befriends with, 

because of her 
stunning smiCe and 
fun jyersonadty. 
Laura died on 
Sejyt. 4, 2007 due to 
a rare brain 



Chosun Yearbook Staff 2010-2011 

Leaders 
Katie Darby Shot Caller 
Allie Barnes * The Enforcer 
Authority Figures 
Mr. Bradley McMurray . r. Animal Trainer 
Team Members 
Hyun Toves Illogical Goal manager 
Zachary Rodriguez English to English translator 
Peter O'Grady Superstar 
Jordan Scott Smile Coordinator 
Roger Janes Fictitious Name Generator 
Gregory Morris ./. *errr. Tearn Motivator 
Colton Gehrig Heckerl 0 Greg Morris Motivator 
Jonathan Ehlinger Director of Procrastination 
Kathryn Cody People Person 
Travis Higgs Smile and Nod Guy 
Jon Kramer Designated Yes-man 
Wayne Maggie • •Slk-• • Image Aficionado 
Tomiwa Akinbayo ...JT. Man Walking #1 
Destinee Harrison »...(CgS4 / .T.?s Angry Mob Administrator 
Larissa Arnold Disinformation Communicator 
Rebekah Womak p Lead Chair of Relaxing Committee 
Diamond Person Self-promotion Appointer 
Dewayne Kendricks Self Esteem manager 
Lindsey Calloway M. .. !JM|^I.k Lil' Bug 
Joshua Hacklander That Guy 
Kelsey Curley Synchronized Dance Administrator 

Typestyles used in the 2011 yearbook 
Copy Times New Roman(12pt) 
Captions Myriad Pro(8pt) 

The photographs for the yearbook were produced by the Yearbook staff, with assistance from Wing-
span Journalism staff, using a variety of Cannon cameras. The Editorial Staff used Dell computers 
and the full Adobe Creative Suite CS4.This Yearbook was only made possible though the use of 
iMac computers to recover valuable information lost due to repeated technical issues. The Macs 

made the yearbook the PC's made it difficult. 

I ^ 



M E S S A G E  F R O M  T H E  S A H S  
Y E A R B O O K  A D VI S O R  

Mr. McMurray 

Dear Yearbook Customer, 

We hope you enjoy this 2010-2011 Seoul American High School Yearbook. This 
SAHS Yearbook is a significant accomplishment for many of the staff who worked 
long hours on its writing and design. From the rough-layout, to the photography, to 
the preparation tor printing, this has been a real hands-on learning experience. We'd 
also like to thank members of The Wingspan for sharing some of their work. 

Yearbook is an elective class. This year we made a full-color yearbook in significantly 
less class time than the last three years. Students give a lot for their elective credit. 
Just look how much they have learned! Students who join Yearbook/ Journalism get 
first hands experience using a complete Adobe Suite of professional graphics 
programs. They refine writing and photography skills. These translate into real-life 
job skills when they graduate. In fact, efforts in the form of letters have been written 
to curriculum personal to convince DODDs to make Yearbook and Journalism 
classes a full career credit. As it stands, we are still an elective. If you feel that you 
have input to share with us please contact us anytime. 

My personal approach to advising Yearbook staff can be explained with a glass of 
orange juice. I'm from Florida, where "100 percent Florida juice" means all oranges 
and no substitutes. This book is completely designed, written and photographed hv 
students. It's 100 percent student effort. It's "100 percent Iuice."*Ts it going to be 
perfectly void of typographical errors? No. I've worked in ad agencies where five 
proofreaders couldn't catch simple mistakes that cost us thousands of dollars in 
printing. The value of this book will not be in perfection, but in the perfection of the 
skills applied to make it. It will be in the memories it contains for students for years 
to come. The lessons learned in this yearbook class will translate into a new found 
confidence and "can do attitude" among the staff who finished a job well-done! 

I'm very proud of them all, and I hope you are too! 

Bradley McMurray 

* 100 percent of the proceeds from the sale of ads in this yearbook are donated to student clubs and activities. To assist in fundraising 

efforts the advisor does consult with parents directly (sometimes in secret) to help with the design of the ads only. 



Paul Shin 
Congratulations for achieving your 

goals and completing high school! 

As your parents, we have 

experienced the same moments of 

your life: joy, pride, confidence, 

hardships, anger, and many, many 

disappointments. You finally 

completed high school, and your 

future loohs bright. But 

this is just the beginning. 

You'll continue to face 

challenges and obstacles in life. 

Show all those who oppose you 

w hat you are truly capable of. 

And remember that we're your 

dedicated parents who are willing to do 

anything for your future. 

We have high expectations of you 





"Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart, as working for the Lord, not for men, since you 
know that you will receive an inheritance from the Lord as a reward. It is the Lord Christ you are 
serving." (NIV) Colossians 3:23-2 

Love Raven, Michael II, Mommy, and Daddy 

(/)ex///tee (j. S/ta/vvWo/i 
You were an 8.3lb bundle of joy. Your father said to me, "We will name her Destinee 
because you and I w ere destined to be together. We soon began to realize that 
"Destinee" would come to symbolize more than the love your father and I shared for 
each other; it would, in fact, be the righteous path you would blaze for yourself. 
We are proud that you set goals with every intention of accomplishing them; follow 
your dreams no matter where they may lead; learn from your mistakes and vow to make 
amends; and genuinely, wholeheartedly and affectionately show unconditional love for 
your baby sister. However, we are most proud that you do not require the spotlight to 
shine on you; as long as GOD's light shines through you. 





%im6erCy Dawn J-fargrave 
vV'e couldn't be more proud of the young lady you liave become, your mind, 

body and spirit  are ready tor the next chapter m your lite. J4s we welcome this 
wonderful transformation into adulthood',  ire also mourn the loss of your daily 
companionship you have so wonderfully shared'with us. We look forward'to 
spending the rest of our lives in your life, and will support you always in 
fulfilling your destiny. May your faith inJTS'US and your trust in us get you 
through alTthe trials that are to come. 

jHHj ftfI Witli everlasting love 
ill IIJ Mom & Dad 



Ourjourney through lifeis challenging and rewarding, We 
Wish you a /uturp.filled With happ iness & opportunities. Now 
is the time for eelpbration of your aeeomplishmpnts, and 
We applaud your amazing style. There is still a lot of ha rd 
Workahpad of you and We know you arefoeused and ready 
to take it on & sueeppd! We reeall some erazy fun times 
when we rode the jptski's together, watehed television, went 
Christmas shopping, or out to the einema to see theTarzan 
movie. Vou always gave us a thumbs up to let me know that 
your appreciation for our friendship Wa3 alive. Tls a 
foot ball fan before the age of five, you knew how to referee a 
football game; TOUCfi£)OWN!l! Would be the signal you 
shared With us all... This is yourTOUCfi£>OWN. 

Congratulations girl, and Cig'em flggips. 

Qnele Mickey StfluntipMiehplp 



a net'tAe Aeot ef/ae/r-at /̂eaxtu coming toAee/year. .̂feur aoee>?if/&Ju?ientu</uriiiy yearftrU / / 

yea to are trti/y a mayiny an</fj <v/Aat A/eutet/yea teilA tAete a/it/'yea Aaee irerAet/Aiar*/tefrefarefer year eAui/lenyinyfuture. 

ye a ee/eArate fA& mi/ale tie neeerfe ryot teAat Aat AreayAi yea tAiufar. ©lememAtertAe /ere cfyearjami/y a tie/friends 

a tu/tAiat fjee/Ae& a ifeeia/f/nife r yea. (~)pe are eeryfreae/tefyea ane/iremettiAer a//tAe yeee/timet a tie/tare yea e/e aLe. 

3fie eettu'ny yearttri//Ae eery eAa//enyitiy Aat irilA a /et efAare/eeerA^nueeAtaeeeti iei(/6e aeAeeeee/. 

2 ~ ' Ĉ T - , * / / /  Qje t̂ rjyyieu ... 

/2/rre yea. 

(ffranefta ®) /ffrane/ttia 
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liijtltttoTllJ' Kyoko 

hvi)/U-( )-3S35(;Lfcf>, finer Monkey 

•< > l-ro&itlltt Tiger Monkey otSATtt'fit < fcofc-fc (3?) 

! ! ! 

*) r<(?--M £fc*sv>-?<fc < Wo-CSIf—i 
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fi*>*>*/vi£tzl >o|f i ̂ -ttSrW-o-r # T < ftfcAu 

Jz¥£.\zt£r>1tbs moAilicgA/Tiibx.S 

... . /57v 



7 o  our dearest Itaty, 
ihhat toe hare toOnted most -for you is that you dan Soar Confidently in 
your oton S^y, and soar you fare. You hare frightened our days and toe 
toatch mjoy and atoe as you ^roto m a glorious yourg tooman. 
ihe are So proud oh you. 

A// our /ore, /had, Mom and Me^an 
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Wayne, 
Wow! Already a high school senior, and ready to graduate - congratulations! Words cannot express just 
how excited and happy we are of your many accomplishments. You set a great example for all and you are 
a great role model for your little brother! We are so proud! Your appointment to the United States Air Force 
Academy is a testament to all your hard-work! You are on your way, a great journey ahead! We love you I 
Proud of you son! 

Mom and Dad 



A<5 h/MU&um 

Dear Ashley, 

So this is it huh? Finally graduating and moving on into the real world! Are you 
excited as I am ?! It's going to be interesting to see how everything will play out in these 
next few years. I ca n't really imagine what is going to happen, but I ca n tell you that 
things are going to be more than amazing. I ca n't be more appreciative of the times 
we've already spent, and look forward not only to what the future has in store for us, 
but what It h as in store for you as well. I k now this is more than cliche, but I h onestly 
and wholeheartedly believe that you are going to go on to do great things. You have so 
much potential, I've seen it in you. You may be afraid to show it at times, but there is 
an undying passion that you have to feel the need to express, and I fe el that that is 
going to be your greatest gift and greatest tool in aiding you in the future. Follow your 
dreams and I p romise you they will lead you to great places. Just remember that when 
nobody is around to have faith in you I wil l always be the person to fill that void to the 
utmost of my ability. I'm not Cod, so I ca n't fill that void completely, but I p romise you 
that you will always have my support. And Cod has got your back if you choose to 
believe that He does as well. 

I k now the thought of graduating can be scary at times, especially when thinking 
about what you're going to do with your life, but I ca n assure you that these things 
have a way of working themselves out. All I as k of you is to never lose faith, and never 
stray away from where YOU want to be, because that is the essence of what gives one 
direction. Without it, all would be lost. So stick to your guns, and keep your head on 
strong. This is it. The time is now!!! Time is of the essence, but the essence of time lies 
not in having an excess of it, but in making most of the time that we are given. Co on 
baby, show the world what your made of. Mark my words, the world is going to be 

SurPrised at wha,, 
as mV faith grows hSVe in st°re f0r th 

""" f°< being ygj 'T^Vk°U "ave Z'"9 3*sa£Ssea»g3fi3aae 
Jamer 

•• b ur I'm 



Miriam Rachel Saxe 
Dearest Miriam, 

Remember Jesus loves everybody-! "God loves you just the way you 
are. But He loves you too much to let you stay the way you are!" 

HOLY SALIVA! 

Love, 

Manders, aka Amanda Henderson 

•••••••••• 
Dear Miriam, 
You are the most amazing person I 
have ever met. I'm going to miss 
you so much when you leave for 
college. If I never met you, I 
wouldn't be the person I am now. 
Thank you for all the things you 
have done for me. You are the 
bestest friend that I have ever had 
and that I can trust. 
Love, 
Susan Crabtree(Glitter) 

•••••••••• 

Miriam, (Elephant hello-! ©) 
I think you can agree with the statement that 
Senior year has definitely been crazy for the both 
of us: crazy fun and crazy frustrating at times but 
we got through it together. I'm glad that I have 
someone like you to call a friend. You've definitely 
brought a lot of laughter and support in my life 
and for that I am forever grateful. You're an 
amazing, talented person. Don't ever doubt that 
for a second. I know you'll get far in life. Even 
though we'll be heading in different ways soon, I'll 
always remember all of our adventures together. 
Thank you for helping to make this school year an 
amazing one. 
Love, 
Christine Puthoff 

Wow. It's been quite the year. We've had a pretty epic adventure and I 
thank you for allowing me the pleasure of going on it with you. It seems almost 
impossible that you are already a senior about to graduate, and move on to the 
next part of your life. I'm so happy for you, and I'm sure you will continue to be the 
bright light changing other peoples' lives in college just as you did here. You will be 
greatly missed. Through all of your ups and downs you didn't let anything hinder 
you but looked toward to the future and held on to what was important. You have 
been such an influential part of my life. We could always be crazy together and 
would end up doing the most outrageous things. You were probably one of the 
only people who took me seriously and though that might have led to us doing 
some ridiculous thing that just shouldn't be done, I'm very grateful. 

Pretty soon you'll be heading off to college; we'll probably stay in touch a 
little bit-messaging each other every once in a while to see how we're doing, but 
as time goes on and we both become more absorbed in our own lives-jobs, 
husbands, children-our conversations will occur less and less frequently. 
However, our memories will always be with us, and, seeing as how we are the 
same person after all, I will always know that you are not too far away. 



ittyM 
Congratulations on your 

graduation! 

There arc many thoughts that cross 
through our minds while we sit and 
contemplate what best lo say to you, 
and what smart words to giro you at 
the moment in your life when you will 
take full and independent charge of 
your own future We have Incd lo gire 
you the wisdom to overcome obstacles 
and make the right decisions when 
facing adversity We showed you die 
world from our perspective, shared 
so many wonderful experiences, and 
enjoyed countless meaningful conver
sations at die dinner table. As you now 
start your journey through r our young 
adult life, these tools will empower 
you to continue your path of success 

l.eyna. von are extraordinarily 

intelligent and analytical, you are 
stunningly beautiful inside and out
side. very charismatic,you possess a 
great sense of humor. have powerful 
determination and drive, and y ou bare 
evolved into a strong, independent 
woman. 

Equipped w uh these innate 
strengths your future is as bright as 
the sun. Wo are so \cry proud of y ou. 
of your many accomplishments and 
proud of the person w ho r ou har e 
become 

All our lore. 
Daddy. Mami, Josephine and Jacob 

"Success is more permanent when you 
achieve it w ithoui destroymg your 
principles" 
(Walter Cronkite) 
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1 "Voul P, 

SI 
op-pop 

-dove you .JlLvays 

I 
"Do not$0 wfiere thepath may head; ao instead where there is no ^ 011 enterecf into this world, tnth/ representing the meaning of your 
path and leave a trait name. 1 have watched you grow from a young, shy hoy into a tovahle, 

- respectable "out-going" young man. Through all of the chaffenges and 
l i a/r/c- Emerus/l obstacles you have gone through, you did not let it defeat you." 

J 'i am proud of who you are andwho you have become. '1 am honored to he 
G, your mom and call you my son. Stay the same way you are; keep the up-. 
t's my boy standing qualities youjjossess. 'It will take you far on your path of lying 

.. the areat man you've Become. 
I Love You-Nana L 

jor[]ln Congratulations and 1 Love 3 on 'Always, 

You are about to begin the rest of your life. Slay strong, remain encouraged and continue to ~ 
strengthen those around you by your mere presence. You are a great asset to any team you 
are a part of. Continue to spread the love within you and stay plugged into your source (God), 
while allowing Jesus to guide every step of your way, and always pursue peace. 
Live your life worthy of your calling! You are on your way to greatness OWN IT!!! 
We love you vety much! I he Jones Family JJ, Jackie, Jenc, Jasmine. Wes 

fyi/d/i / 1 n/tiiL Ewers, 

Go Jordan G, 
That's my boy 

I Love You- Nana 
Jordan, 



MIKE RODRIGUEZ 
• 

£ 
JIJ 

r*. ] 

Mike, 
We wanted to let you know how proud we are of you. You made it through high school and never missed a beat. 
I'm glad you didn't listen to Homer Simpson who once said "You tried your best and you failed miserably". The lesson 
is "never try" instead you listened to Maya Angelou who said "All great achievements require time." Well you gave it 
time and you achieved your goal. Continue your success and may God Bless you now and always. 

Love 4ever,Mom and Dad 



£7&ciena 

ôts of faith-filled pnayeno and dneama.. .ami mate pnayeno have pneceded and followed 

you {pom hefone you entened this wonld to mm Of comae, "mm ~ c ould 6e considened the 

ieyinniny of yom (ife. Gut. lacuna., all the happy days. aad days. aud ia-6etweeu 

days you ve Aad have nenely senved 04 1 lorn} tnaininy day /fa cue pnefiaoe ifou to (cave 

tic neat—to soan. always nenenhen these 3 thinys: 

1 -Ifou ace a TK/ttf}f2l7Jt 01/liSI ft a youc inheritance Ifou alneady consist of all the 

essential inynedients to fulfill the "Divine pmposes of yom life. 

2-ffeven undenestinate the /owes of (ove. joy, peace, patience, hindness. yoodness. 

faithfulness, yentlenesa. and setf-contnol. 

3-finally, we (ove you move and none eveny day Hie one none pnoud of you than even 

hefone. ffo natten what, we one hene (on you now and fonevennone 

• i/oai/iS a/u/ //Foreoer, 

, / /om/itij and&ofifta 
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